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ABSTRACT 
The present study attempts to delineate the components 
of achievement motivation, both as it assumes the form of a 
cultural norm and also as it becomes manifest as a need within 
the personality structure due to the emphasis placed on this 
norm in the familia 1, educational and economic institutions. 
An examination i~ made of McClelland's theory of achievement 
motivation and, having determined th~t his need Achievement 
concept is too limited, an attempt is made to develop a parallel 
theory of motivation f or women, namely, a theory of vicarious 
achievement motivation. 
In North American society the achievement motive is 
ambiguous and poorly defined, hence a further investigation 
is made to deter,nine whether or not those co 1.1 ege women who are 
high on achievement motivation will anticipate a greater degree 
of conflict between marital and professional career roles at 
time of marriage than will those women who are low on this need. 
The achievement need then, together with the needs for dominance, 
succorance, and nurturance, are examined as a source of 
influence on occupational affiliation. In determining the possi-
bilit·y of specific personality heeds acting as a differentiating 
factor between familial. and occupational career orientations, 
the author also attempts to assess the relative potential of the 
socio l.ogica 1 versus the psychq_logica l approach for future refine-
ments tQ current theories of human motivation. Consideration is 
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then given to the nature of the prominence and salience hierarchies 
of role identities for women both as they relate to the perception 
of role conflict and , as they relate to vicarious achievement moti-
vation as opposed to achievement motivation in the McClelland 
context. This involves an investigation of the hypothesis that 
women enrolled in the subsidiary, expressive role type of profes-
sions such as Nursing. Social Welfare and Primary Education would 
be more highly orienten toward the traditional wife-mother role 
identities than would those women enrolled in the more demanding, 
instrumental type of professions such as Science or High School 
Teaching. Utiliiing the subjective career concept, a heuristic 
model depicting the development of role conflict perception is 
then outlined. 
Finally, attention is focused on the effects of achievement 
motivation on preferences for life styles. Th i s consideration is 
made within the framework of Bates ' original treatment of the 
position and role concepts. The possibility of various modifica-
tions to life plans assuming the form of a mode of role conflict 
reduction is discussed. This necessitated an examination of the 
'fielrl of eligibles' for women who are high on need Achievement, 
to gether with types of acco•nmodations to familial and occupational 
careers by such •neans as: delayed age at marriage, postponement 
or limitation of familial composition , and/or the cho i ce of a 
prof ession which is subsidiary rather than competitive to the 
profession of the preferred mate. In the light of R. F. Winch's 
theory of complementar y needs the author assesses just how 
rea listica lly college women perceive their f uture preferences f or 
an i rleal mat e . In conclusion, consideration is given t o the 
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role(s) of the single individual who chooses not to marry, 
together with the implications for future marriage-career 
trends in the cybernetic era. 
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PREFACE 
Originally, the J:>rirnary purpose of this stucly \vas to 
investigate the various dimensions of mate selection as they 
pertain to potential profes~i6nal women. Shortly after the 
researcl1 began, h01vever, it was evident that !:>references for 
111arital antl occupational careers al:'e much lliOt'e complex among 
proFessionals than a:nong those women in occupations requil'ing 
little e•iucation or training. Hence, it was deemed essential 
to move back one step in or:ler to determine if the achievement 
motive caul.'] be a •lifferentiating factor influencing the divergent 
trends evi:lent in both mate selection patterns and in pl'eferences 
for' life styles, among nccuJ:lational career oriented versus 
fr111Hial career ot:'iented women. Incieed, the question at this 
point wr~s: \vha t are the male-female diffePences in achievement 
motivation, and is it poss:i.h] e that the achievement motive can 
assume more than one fnt'm fo r \vomen? 
l\ 11 these factors comlJine11 further st :i.mulated an investiga-
tinn into the pt•oblem of conflic t hetween marital anrl career roles, 
anrJ the possihili.ty that the life styl es of h:i.gl1ly educated \vomen 
may actually assume a 1110de of Pole conflict t•esnlution. Thus, 
although tl1e research cliverted, in pa1~t, ft•o•n :i.ts original intentio11, 
we lie l:i eve that these f inrli.ngs prese nter1 lie low will add some sma lJ 
but new l ight to our knowledge of famiLial and occupationa l caeeer 
patterns nf professional women. 
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CHAPTER I 
Definition of Problem 
At no other period in the history of homo sapiens has 
society so encouraged and stimulated its members to achieve. 
Achievement, be it in educational attainment, occupational 
success or marital adjustment, has become so inculcated into 
twentieth century society that it can readily be viewed as an 
established norm in a mass culture which is characterized by a 
standardization of values (Jeffreys, 196~. Within this value 
system a universa listie achievement pattern predominates. This 
is characterized by a pluralism of goals with the result that a 
hierarchical order of values is not well defined. This value 
system nlso emphasizes individualism in which one is held 
responsible merely for his own actions and not those of any groups 
to which he may belong. The net result of this syste1n then, is an 
ambiguity or disequilibrium between values, norms and needs among 
females. Podell (1966: 163) contends that: 
The essence of the problem appears to be that 
American females are expected to be primarily 
expressively oriented in a predominantly in-
strumental milieu. Their role expectations 
entail contradictory behavior patterns: 
Glamour and amour, domesticity and maternity vie 
with power and production, aggressiveness and 
competitiveness. 
l. 
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2. 
Due to these inconsistencies the appropriateness of a woman's 
behavior in marriage and career roles is no longer clearly 
defined. She may reject the prescriptions of her role and pursue 
a role of which society does not approve; or she may occupy more 
than one social position, each carrying conflicting prescriptions. 
Partial adaptation to this dichotomy can be accomplished 
by occupying one of the more expressive occupational roles such as 
social work, primary school teaching, dancing or home decorating. 
Or she may pursue a career which is subordinate to that of a male 
such as that of a nurse or secretary. The most common form of 
adaptation to these predominant values occurs with marriage, for 
it is within the focus of the family that the woman uses her 
expressive performances to complement the instrumental performance 
of her husband. 
Pressures, both internal and external, resulting from this 
emphasis on achievement are especially pronounced for college 
women. The past decade has seen hundreds of articles published in 
womens' magazines and newspapers regarding the role or status of 
women. Adolescent girls and young married brides alike have been 
caught in the middle of a rift of controversy over which role or 
roles they are expected to fulfill. On the one hand they are coerced 
into believing that they should remain loyal to the traditional 
homstead, while on the other, f eminists proclaim that in order to 
attain 'self- fulfillment' one must make a contribution to the 
labor force. 
-·. 
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In The Feminine Mystique Betty Friedan shows how our commer-
cial industries have exploited this predicament of role ambiguity 
to the tune of several extra millions of dollars profit each year. 
Their strategy is very simple. If a woman does not find her life's 
joy in washing diapers with 'Klenso', in cleaning the stove with 
'Super-Power', or in using enough cosmetics to make herself look 
like Elizabeth Taylor, she is quickly labelled as being masculine. 
These contradictory norms impose an even greater influence on the 
woman who has committed herself to a higher education and a career. 
In college she learns to think independently; she comes to the 
realization that one can achieve self-fulfillment in ways other 
than as a housewife. Men also are products of these inconsistencies. 
They are confused as to what role or roles they should expect their 
wives to fulfill. 
Arnold Rose (195~ found evidence to show that female 
co-eds have more difficulty than their male counterparts in 
accurately anticipating their future roles, in addition to which 
their plans tend to be less realistic than those of males. Many of 
the women anticipated a timetable of activities so large that it 
would be impossible to accomplish them all. Lawrence L. Falk (1966) 
showed that fewer females than males are in the occupation 
(including housewife) that they anticipated at the time of their 
college graduation. One explanation for this is that society more 
clearly prescribes the male role than it does the female (D.B. Lynn, 
1961) . Often she cannot forsee which occupation will be open to 
her upon graduation, or she may be unable to predict her ability 
to combine a career with marriage and therefore settles for a job 
-
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which is secondary to that of her husband. Studies have shown that 
these contradictions become manifest in a woman's interpersonal 
relationships even before she is faced with the dichotomy of career 
versus marriage upon graduation. Komarovsky (1946) and Waller (1949) 
both found an inconsistency between the conceptions of the coll ege 
woman and those of her parents with respect to expectations for her 
behavior while still an undergraduate. In most of -these cases the 
parents believe their daughter should concentrate on her studies 
in the pursuit of academic and career achievement, whereas the 
girls themselves were unwilling to follow these goals at the expense 
of their dating and other social life. That many of these girls were 
doubtful as to the appropriateness of their behavior was further 
indicated by the fact that a significant percentage of girls admitted 
to acting in an inferior manner to men, while in fact they believed 
themselves to be equal or superior to them. 
Is achievement a pseudo-more1 or a real norm? Will a woman 
with a high need for achievement prefer to marry a spouse who is 
also high on this need? To what extent do college students antici-
pate these norm contradictions as problems they will have to solve 
lThe term 'pseudo-norm' .is herein used in the same manner 
as Rose uses the term 'pseudo-more'. Rose (1965:729) defines 
pseudo-mores as: "Values which were formerly in the mores but at 
present are considered as mores by only a minority of the population, 
who seek to enforce them as mores. The prohibition of public 
discussion carries over, however, so that people generally believe 
that almost everyone but themselves regards these values as mores, 
but they will occasionally discuss them with close friends and perhaps 
even deviate f rom them if they believe they will not be observed." 
In th i s sense , perhaps achievement should be regarded more as a 
type of f alse consensuality ra t her than as a norm. 
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5. 
in a few years time? If so, are they prepared to limit their 
family size in order to make family and career preferences compatible~ 
Are our institutions assuming that for women sexual identity is a 
primary value with achievement in educational and occupational 
goals playing only secondary importance? Again role theorists, 
with a few exceptions such as Mirra Komarovsky, have neglected to 
answer these questions which are so crucial at all institutional 
levels. That employers are aware of this role conflict is evident 
in the fact that they refuse to grant identical rights to women on 
the grounds that this ambiguity is causing much fluctuation or 
instability between familia 1 and career commitments. 
Very few studies have been conducted to determine the 
perceived preferenct?.s of college women with respect to their future 
roles. One such study, carried out by M. B. Freedman (1967) on 
forty-nine Vassar College women, attempted to measure their 
attitudes towards their future role or roles, together with the 
degree to which they anticipated a conflict of norms in achieving 
these goals. These girls were tested and interviewed several times 
over a period of four years, commencing during their freshman year 
and continuing through to college graduation. Significant differences 
both in personality needs and in attitudes were found between 
freshmen results and those scnres obtained for the same subjects 
four years later. Many of the career-oriented women anticipated 
a difficulty in having to interrupt their careers for childbearing 
but adrled that this was an essential responsibility. Those students 
who were not committed to careers perceived no conflict in having 
to leave jobs upon pregnancy. These findings 111ust be interpreted 
y· 
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with caution, however, since Vassar is an atypical college. This 
is an Ivy League, womens' college and is therefore probably more 
representative of the upper rather than the middle classes. Hence 
it is difficult to generalize to the co-ed, middle class university 
which predominates throughout North America. 
These questions can be answered in part by an examination 
of the labor force statistics, be they Canadian or American. These 
statistics provide concrete evidence that such discrepancies do in 
fact exist. They show, for example, that peak participation by 
females in the labor force is not immediately following college 
graduation, but rather between the ages of 35 and 5~, after their 
children have been reared (Ostry, 1968). They show that for the 
year 1966 in the United States 40 per cent of all bachelors' 
degrees were earned by women, however this figure drops to only 12 
per cent on the doctoral level. This decrease is too significant 
to ignore. Unfortunately, these labor force statistics cannot tell 
us if the need for achievement is different for males and females. 
Psychologists tell us that this drop certainly cannot be attribut ed 
to any less intelligence or ability. Can this decrease be accounted 
for by the type of mate and family composition choices these women 
made in order to complement their particular need for achievement? 
In this same year, 37.3 per cent of the professional and technical 
workers were women. Again, we do not know \vhat proportion of these 
women are working in order to fulfill a high need for achievement 
as opposed to those working merely to suppl ement the f ami ly income. 
-- - ~ ­
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All these questions are far too vital for sociologists to 
ignore. This thesis will attempt to exam.ine some of the social 
factors involved in this issue and to elaborate on Freedman's 
findings. It is not the author ' s intention to study the choices 
which married couples have already enacted , but rather to investigate 
(among female college students) the need for achievenent as it 
relates to preferences for one ' s f amily of procreation. In short, 
the preferences which co-ed college students hold at this particular 
stage of their emotional and social development toward a future spouse 
and familial composition. These preferences may well change during 
the time which elapses between college and marriage. However, what 
the author is inter.:>sted in here is not the actual mate choices 
already made by married co!~les, but rather the pFrceived preferences 
which these students feel they will desire in a few years time. 
Current Trends in Marriage-Career Patterns 
Marriage and career are so intricately inter~voven into a 
family life cycle for the college graduate, that it is impossible 
to consider one in the absence of the other. Very definite relation-
ships have been found to exist between level of educational attain-
ment, labor force participation and family patterns. Thus the 
perspective taken here will be that of two spheres, work and family, 
each involving a sequence of stages structured in the form of a 
cycle. The life pattern of the professional woman, can be seen as 
a series of transitions to and from, and simultaneous participation 
in these two spheres. Over the past few decades a mt~jor development 
-
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in the labor force has been the emergence of a new phenomenon, often 
referred to as the 'working life cycle'. It was not until the 1961 
census that this first became evident, however, as the economist, 
Sylvia Ostry (1968:4-7) has noted: " ... The changing role of women 
in the world of work is essentially an evolutionary development, 
founded on a long-run, fundamental social and economic trend, and 
precise dating of the initiation of the development is a matter of 
little consequence." Three phases characterize this cycle, each of 
which is typified by specific roles. Before looking at these changing 
role patterns in more detail, it is first necessary to consider the 
current trends in the life cycle of the family. 
This family life cycle may be defined in terms of a few or 
several stages, although each contains the same basic elements 
(Sorokin, 1931; Kirkpatrick, 1934-; Glick, 1955; & Duvall, 1957). 
First one could consider a t\110-stage cycle comprised of (l) the 
expanding family stage ranging from the wedding day to the time the 
children are grown, and (2) the contt'acting family stage in which 
the children have left home to create families of their own with 
one or both of the couple still at home. E. L. Kirkpatt'ick spoke 
of a four stage cycle in terms of children enrolled in the educa-
tional system: (l) preschool family, (2) grade-school family, 
(3) high-school family, and (4) all adult family. The definition 
which provides the best perspective within which to consider the 
relationship of the family life cycle to that of the working life, 
however, was that proposed by Sorokin as early as 1931. He treated 
the family life cycle as consisting of four stages based upon the 
changing family member constellation: (1) newlyweds commencing to 
!""!!"'!!"!~~---·· · ···· ·· · · 
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independent economic existence, (2) couples with one or more 
children, (3) couples with one or more self-supporting children 
and (4) couples growing old. Two major changes have occured in the 
family life cycle over the past few decades. Firstly, more women 
are marrying at a younger age; and secondly, the childbearing period 
is shorter. Hence the couple now has a much longer period together 
after the children have left home, and as shall be seen later, this 
factor is exercising a major influence on the female labor force. 
For college educated women this cycle is similar to that of the 
typical woman in the later phases, but significant differences are 
noted in the earlier stages. These differences can be accounted 
for by particular trends with respect to age at marriage and 
childbearing among college graduates. 
Studies have shown that the more educated the woman, the 
more likely she is to remain single; or if she does marry , the more 
likely she will wed at a later age (Sundal and McCormick, 1951; 
Hajnal, 1954) . It should be noted, however, that while college 
toJomen remain underrepresented in the general population with respect 
to proportions ever married, they nevertheless constitute the sector 
showing the greatest increases on this variable. The 1961 Canadian 
census indicated that the average age at first marriage for a female 
college graduate is 22.97 years. This figure drops to 20.65 for a 
woman with only seconuar.y education, and to 20.15 years for elemen-
tary education or less (see Tatle l). The reasons for this 
difference are self-evident. Obviously, a woman with a college 
education is capable of finding a job which is not only more remuner-
at.i.ve but also allows her to tmrk .i.n a challenging environment where 
: 
I 
I 
~ 
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TABLE l. - AvePage Age at Marriage of Ever-Married Women by Age and Schooling: Canada, 1961 
Schooling 
Age of wife Elementary Some University 
or less Secondary university degr ee 
25-29 yeaPs .............. 20.15 years 20.65 years 22.10 years 22.97 ye a rs 
35-39 " 21.79 " 22.56 
,, 23.96 Tf 25.26 " ..... . ........ 
L~S-4-9 " 23.17 " 2'+. 61 " 26. 27 " 27. 23 ff .............. 
FROM: OstPy (1968:28) 
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she can exercise-her creative and intellectual abilities. l"bst non-
professional jobs require routine, monotonous tasks which most 
women would be willing to forfeit for the role of housewife. 
Neuheck and Hewer (1965) in a study of a large midwestern freshman 
class found that even at this early stage of their academic careers, 
the overwhelming majority had already established definite preferences 
for their age at marriage. Most gave first priority to education 
and second to marriage, stating that they did not wish to marry 
while still in college. The most common preference for age at 
marriage was about one or two years following graduation, with only 
a few students (2 per cent of men and 7 per cent of wome~ preferring 
to delay marriage as late as five years. 
These results are consistent with the fertility characteris-
tics of the more educated woman. As would be expected, there is an 
inverse relationships between level of education and income, and 
number of children (see Table 2) . Not only does the college 
graduate tend to l1ave fewer children, but even after marriage she 
is more likely to postpone childbearing than is a woman with less 
education. There are at least two factors operating to limit family 
size. Firstly, the later age at marriage; and secondly, the fact 
that more highly educated individuals are more likely to practice 
family planning, and to practice it more successfully. Freedman and 
his associates (1959: 128) estimated that from 85 to 90 per cent of 
the couples with annual incomes over $6,000. and with college 
clegrees use contraceptives. These high intelligent - high income 
people have also proved themselves capable of mOre effective spacing 
of chiltlren. It should be noter'l that even for the total. I · 111lation 
/ .. 
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TABLE 2. - Fertility Ratesa and Percentage Childless Women, by Age 
and Schooling: Canada, 1961 
Schooling 
Age of lvife 
Elementary Some University 
or less Secondary University degree 
15-19 
Fertility rate ....... fNO 693 233 ----
Percentage childless. 37.78 44.02 79.09 100.00 
20-24 
Fertility rate ....... 1575 1266 766 553 
Percentage child less. 19.63 27.73 45.23 56.73 
25-29 
Fertility rate ...•... 2527 2066 1606 1326 
Percentage childless. 10.25 14.32 22.39 28.57 
30- 3 1~ 
Fertility rate ....... 3207 2572 2260 2157 
Percentage childless. 7.91 10.30 13.72 llL89 
35-39 
Fertility rate ...•... 3678 2777 251~8 21t98 
Percentage childless. 7.85 9.74 ll.47 13.06 
t~O-l~t~ 
Fertility rate ....... 3962 2785 2523 2506 
Percentage childless. 8.7R 11.18 13.35 13.75 
45-49 
Fertility rate ....... 3844 2594 2268 2163 
Percentage childless. 11.08 14.50 15.97 17.72 
50-51~ 
Fertility rate ...•... 3859 2519 2046 1942 
Percentage childless. 12.52 17.62 20.69 21.51 
55-59 
Fertility rate ....... 3985 2260 2064 1795 
Percentage childless. 12.72 18.66 22.26 26.72 
60-64 
Fertility rate ....... 4255 2831 2219 1887 
Percentage childless. ll. 99 17.9 2 20.16 26.19 
65 and over 
Fertility rate ....... 4545 3106 2381 2337 
Percentage childless. 10.93 16.23 19.94 20 .tW 
aNumber of children born per thousand women ever married. 
FROM: Ostry (1968: 29) 
------·-------- -- ---- -- ----- -
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the percentage of women never having borne a child has doubled since 
1890 (Glick, 1955) . 
At the first stage of the working life cycle, characterized 
b\ a wife-partner--companion role pattern, the labor force partici-
pation of college graduates is only slightly higher than that of 
High School graduates in spite of these differences in age at mardage 
and .childbearing. The second phase in which the woman assumes the 
traditional wife-mother roles, tends to be quite similar for both 
professional and nonprofessional wives. That is, the wife concentrates 
on the r-earing of children and on the promotion of her husband's 
career, rather than on her own. In the third stage of the cycle 
there is a shift to a wife-mother-partner role complex. This is 
marked by a re-entry of the wife into the labor force after the 
childr-en have begun to attend school. In fact, female l abor market 
par-ticipation reaches its peak at this time when approximately 40 per 
cent of all married women work. As is evident in Tables 3 and 4, 
this trend holds true for both Canada and the United States. As was 
indicated above a major factor here is the fact that childbearing is 
now completed at an earlier age than it was a few decades ago. What 
is significant about this peak is that university graduates are 
substantially over-represented, but as noted earlier, their partici-
pation is only slightly above that of High School graduates during 
the first stage of the family-career cycle (see Table 3). One 
explanation for this lies in the fact that while marr-iage plays a 
significant influence on the l abor force composition, it is not as 
important a factor as is the presence of children in the home. 
-
.,_., . 
/ 
I 
TABLE 3. - Labor Force Participation Rates of Women, 20-64 Years of Age, by Age and Schooling: 
Canada, 1961 
Schooling 
Age of wife -
Elementary Secondary University 
Less 5 and 
than 5 over l-3 4-5 Some Degree 
15 years and over •••........ 14.3 23.1 31.0 40.6 47.3 ll-7. 9 
20- 24 ..•..........•....•.... 25.1 35.9 45.9 filL 5 65.0 64.3 
25-34 ..•.................... 19.9 23.0 29 .l 36.9 44.4 43 .9 
----------------------
3 5-44 ...........•.•......•.• 18.2 26.0 3 2. 4 37.6 I 41+.0 44.6 
45-54 .....•.•.•..........•.. 20.3 27.7 35.5 4-3.6 I 52.7 55.7 
55-64-.•.•.....•...........•. 15.0 20.8 27.6 34-.4 I 43.0 50.6 
I 
ADAPTED FROM: Ostry (1968:30) 
a No base figure provided in original table 
I 
/ ·--· 
Years of school 
TABLE 4. - Labor-Force Participation Rates of Women, 
by Educational Attainment and Age, March 1964 
Age 
completed 
18 and 20 to 24 25. to 34 35 to 44 
Total 19 years years years years 
Total .......•..•..•...•. 39.3 45.9 49. 4 
Elementary school: 
a 35 3b Less than 8 years ••••••• 25.1 33.8 
Less than 5 . yearsa ...•• ]8.5 . b 22.4-b l3.6b 
5 to 7 years .•.•..••... 28.7 4-4-.4-b 38.5 
8 31.1 4-4.4 years ............•...•. 28.8 
High school: 
1 to 3 years ....•........ 38.3 36.4- 34-. 5 
4- years .•................ 44-.7 54. 6 53.7 
College: 
l 
4-
5 
to 3 years ...••...•••.• 42.2 30.4- 4-8.9 
years ...••..•...•..•... 52.9 77.4-
71.4-b years or more ........•. 7 2.0 
,. 
alncludes women reporting no school years completed. 
bBase is less than 100,000. 
ADAPTED FROM: U. s. Department of Labor (1965:19~. 
37.4 44-.7 
31.5 39.5 
28.5 31.8 
3 2. 9 4-2.3 
39.0 43.8 
35.8 4-l~. 9 
3 6. l~ 44.7 
35.4- 4-4.2 
48 .l 49.6 
64-.6 66.1 
45 to 54 55 t"o 64 
years years 
51.4- 4-0.6 
t-' 
I 
·~ 4-3.3 29.7 lJl l~3. l 25.4-4-3.3 32.0 
4-3.5 ; 36.7 
i 
49.8 41.1 
54.8 45.7 
55.2 46.7 
61.3 59.1 
85.5 84-.8 
---~-· ··- ... .. . ... . 
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Here again can be seen this reciprocal influence of the family life 
and working life cycles. As the wife approaches middle age, familial 
composition changes occur as children leave home either to marry or 
to attend college. With a considerable amount of extra time available 
then, her incentive to return to work may be more the ~esult of a 
desire to occupy her spare hours than of any necessity to supplement 
the family income. Since the more highly educated women bear fewer 
children, it would therefore be expected that there would be less 
stigma attached to their re-entry into the world of work. 
A feature of the family life cycle which is often ignored 
is the difference in longevity rates for males and femal~, with the 
life span for women being approximately five to six years longer 
than for men (Winch et al., 1953; Woods, 1959; Duvall, 1962). 
While this factor is obviously a key determinant of labor force 
re-entry regardless of educational level, nevertheless current 
statistics would suggest that it is within the higher educated group 
that its effects are most pronounced. ~ve will attempt to investigate in 
this study then, whether the achievement motive is one of the factors 
influencing this job re-entry trend among highly educated women. 
Achievement Motivation --- A Psychocultural 
Phenomenon 
One of the most significant effects on our culture arising 
fron1 the great industrial and scientific advances of the twentieth 
century has been the increased emphasis placed on achievement as a 
value which should be stressed to children during the socialization 
process. Howe,ier, very little r esearch has been conducted by 
->-' ' / " 
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sociologists in order to determine the true nature of this norm. 
Psychologists have studied achievement motivation as it relates to 
intelligence, test anxiety and academic performance; but it is the 
author's contention that the problem is largely a social, not a 
psycho logical, phenomenon. Perhnps then this lack of research by 
sociologists can be at least partially accounted for by the fact 
that, while the roots of the problem have a social basis, the 
symptoms are most likely to become apparent within the educational 
system. Therefore the problem is more likely to come first to the 
attention of teachers or psychologists who must solve the immediate 
problem whereas sociologists will eventually be faced with long-
range results. 
Achievement motivation or the need to achieve, then, 
originates from within the social structure, particularly that is, 
from within the context of the family. Unlike most other personality 
needs, achievement motivation appears to be completely social in 
origin deriving in no way from biological or hereditary factors. 
Cross cultural and cross cl.ass variations further indicate that the 
need for achievement is derived from one's environment. Relation-
ships have been found to exist between ethnicity and achivement 
motivation, achievement value-orientation and aspiration levels. 
For example, Japanese, Jewish and Greek peoples tend to attain a 
higher level of social mobility and achievement upon immigration into 
the United States than do peoples of Italian origin. Within Canada, 
the French-Canadians do not achieve as well as do Anglo- Saxons; 
while in the U.S. Negroes have been less successful than the dominant 
white groups in attaining upward mobility. Similarly non-Catholic 
.y.· 
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groups are more likely to be successful than are those groups of 
Roman Catholic affiliation (Caudill and De Vas, 1956; Strodtbeck 
et al., 1957; Rosen, 1959). 
The degree to which these immigrants will accept the dominant 
North American values such as achievement will depend on several 
factors. Firstly, hmv applicable the skills and knowledge of the 
immigrants are to the new techno logy will in part determine their 
success. Ethnic groups which have originated from small towns or 
urban communities are more likely to have acquired similar cultural 
values to those of the groups with whom they must assimilate in the 
large industrial cities such as Chicago or Toronto. Important also 
will be the extent to which the group can successfully organize 
itself in order to protect its interests. In the case of Negroes, 
their level of achievement will depend in part on the willingness 
of the majority white group to allow them to share in the more 
lucrative enterprises. Cultural factors alone, however, do not 
fully explain these differences. Rather one must consider the 
individual's psychological and cultural value-orientation towards 
achievement, in short, 'the achievement syndro11.1.e'. 
Even more evident than these cultural discrepancies are 
those which exist between the social stratification levels. While 
some believe that since World War II there has been a shift away 
from the rigorous emphasis upon achievement among the middle class, 
the majority of evidence still supports the hypothesis that the 
middle class places a significantly greater value on achievement 
than does the lower class (Rosen, 1956; Douvan, 1956; Elder, 1968). 
Again, there are several factors affecting these diffe rences . 
-19. 
Individuals within the middle class do have many more opportunities 
available to enhance their chances of success. For example, the 
very fact that they have more money indicates greater access to 
educational and occupational opportunities. Generally speaking, 
middle class people are more intelligent, healthier, and hence more 
attractive than those of lower class background. As with ethnic 
and cultural variation, so with social class differences, there are 
other psychological factors which cannot be ignored. To account 
for these factors, B. C. Rosen has derived a motive-value-aspiration 
complex called the 'achievement syndrome'. He distinguished between 
the three components. The first, achievement motivation or the 
need to achieve , is a psychological factor consisting of an internal 
drive to excel. The second component is a cultural factor, value 
orientations, which define and implement achievement motivated 
behavior. These define the goals to which one should aspire, the 
types of situations in which one should achieve and the method for 
translating motive into action. The third component is a cultural 
factor of educational-vocational aspiration levels. Rosen (1959:53-54) 
delineated these components as being analytically independent in the 
process of acquisition, although he recognized that empirically they 
normally appear together: 
Achievement values and achievement motivation, while 
related, represent genuinely different components of 
the achievement syndrome, not only conceptually but 
also in their origins and, as we have shown elsewhere, 
in their social correlates. Value orientations, 
because of the conceptual content, are probably acquired 
in that stage of the child's cultural training when 
verbal communication of a fairly complex nature is 
possible. Achievement motivation, or the need to excel, 
on the other hand, has it origins in parent-child 
·----···· -·- . . ... .. ··: ----·~- C .. . .. :· .· ·· · ·.- ··· 
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interaction beginning early in the child's life when 
many of these relations are likely to be emotional 
and unverbalized. 
- ····-- - ······-···--··.)··-· . 
In short, differences in both child-rearing practices and in values 
largely explained why middle class children tend to display a 
greater need for achievement than do lower class children. 
As noted above early socialization within the famjly setting 
is an important determinant in the development of achievement motiva-
tion. In child-rearing practices, both severity of independence 
training together with achievement training affect the strength of 
this need which will emerge as a trait of the child's personality. 
McClelland (1955) in a study of male college students found that 
those who scored high on need for achievement tended to rate both 
parents, but in particular the father, as being rejective. He 
concluded that either these boys were forced to be independent, or 
believed that they were being forced and therefore felt rejected. 
On their ratings of parents' personality traits, high need for 
achievers perceived their parents as unfriendly, unhelpful and 
unsuccessful; while those sons who scored low on need for achievement 
rated their parents as helpful, friendly and successful. It appears 
that those who were forced to be completely independent later 
perceived this as a sign of rejection and unfriendliness. Achieve-
ment training in which the parents set high goals and rewarded 
excellence in performance also contributes to the development of 
achievement motivation. 
{'linch (1952) suggests that competitive achievement stressed 
in the middle class is a correlate of aggression which tends to 
predominate in the lower class. Physical violence, of course, is a 
;.)· 
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form of direct aggression, whereas competitive achievement can be 
seen as a converted, contra lled form of aggression that is approved 
of in certain cultural settings. With the onset of adolescence, 
achievement motivation extends beyond the school level to include 
striving for upward mobility and attainment of the appropriate male 
or female sex-type. Often middle class parents see their children 
as a form of vicarious achievement. That is, the children represent 
a form of self-validation in that they can achieve the successes and 
avoid the mistakes which the parents themselves did or did not make. 
Therefore they expect their children to earn college degrees, set up 
successful businesses, and postpone marriage in order to achieve 
these goals. 
There is still much research needed in the area of achieve-
ment motivation, particularly in male-female differences. In :fact, 
up until now almost no research has been conducted on the nature of 
achievement motivation in women, although numerous studies have 
clearly established the el~ments constituting need Achievement for 
males. One of a very few studies concerning the achievement motive 
in women was carried out by Horner in 1969. She found evidence to 
suggest that for many women need Achievement is overridden by a 
'motive to avoid success'. Could it be then, that for \vomen the 
level of achievement motivation is dependent upon the prominence of 
their wife-mother and sex role identities? McClelland (1953) found 
evidence to suggest that girls project achievement striving primarily 
into the activities of men. He suggested that there are a number of 
differences in the roles of the two sexes with respect to achieveme nt 
motivation. For males, achievement usually represents success in 
' .:.j.J• 
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leadership, income and occupational prestige. Females may achieve 
in the McClelland sense, but for many, however, achievement more 
often carries one of two meanings. One involves success in hetero-
sexual relations and eventually the wife-mother roles. The second 
is a form of vicarious achievement motivation through the success 
of her huspand or sons. A. L. Edwards (1954) in his standardization 
of the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule found that for both 
college and general population samples, the mean score for men on 
need Achievement was significantly higher at the one per cent level 
than the corresponding mean for females. 
One of the primary aims of this study is to further examine 
the nature of achievement motivation in women. Then, following from 
the findings of McClelland, to determine whether or not female need 
Achievement is related in any way to perceived marriage-career role 
conflict and also to the preferred type of husband, In addition, 
an attempt will be made to develop a theory of vicarious achievement 
motivation and to delineate its determinants. 
Personality Needs in Mate Selection ---
The Homogamy- Complementarity Controversy 
Within the field of mate selection there has been both 
sufficient research and agreement upon t he findings of these studies 
in order to demonstrate that social and cultural f actors such as 
age, religion, race, propinquity, education, and socio-economic level 
tend to be homogamous. That is, individuals are likely to choose 
spouses who are similar to themselves on these social dimensions. 
However, while there i s a unanimous consensus with respect to these 
social factors, a controversy is currently being waged as to the 
.;...- · 
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nature of mate pairing on the basis of personality needs. There 
are two main approaches, each of which differs in its treai~ent of 
personality variables and hence in its degree of relevance for 
sociological inquiry. The first is the 'homogamous' school of 
thought which sociologists such as Burgess, Wallin, Strauss, 
Bossard and Schellenberg support. The opposing approach, promoted 
primarily by Winch and Ktsanes, is that of complementary needs. 
This school contends that individuals are attracted to partners 
with opposite or different personality needs than their own. 
Kernodle (1959) argues that the homogamy approach is without 
doubt sociological in nature since it attempts to explain mate 
selection in terms of social phenomena. The compleme~!ary approach, 
on the other hand, in attempting to explain social factors in terms 
of psychological, biological and/ or psychoanalytic variables, is 
not. His argument then, centers around the degree of relevance 
that these two kinds of phenomena have for the field of sociological 
inquiry. That is , the theory of complementary needs states that 
the choice of a spouse will depend on the needs emerging from the 
discrete personality structure of the individual. Each individual's 
psychological history will determine his or her mate choice. In 
opposition to this, the homogamous approach tries to explain mate 
choice needs in terms of configurations of social and cultural 
factors. In short, persons who share a culture or subculture will 
share similar attitudes, values, ·a nd interests; and therefore, also 
common needs. Kernodle (1959 :149) further argues that: 
.:... . 
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There is expectable agreement on the hierarchy of needs 
which these persons want fulfilled by a marriage 
partner. In this sense, then, the culture has done 
more than just define the field of eligibles. It has 
further defined, shaped, and established the needs 
system of the societal members in such ways that they 
expect to find certain needs fulfilled in the marriage 
relationship. These have been internalized as a part 
of the social self and in this sense are 'me-needs'. 
The exploration of the sources of those 'me-needs' which 
are applicable to mate choice does constitute a relevant 
area of research for the discipline of sociology. 
The findings of Anselm Strauss (1947) support the social nature of 
these needs. These needs emerge from broad agreement on a set of 
expectations and are indicative of the way in which groups define 
marriage generally rather than being the result of discrete traits . 
Strauss takes as an example the need for love and affection. He 
claims that people seek a partner who will love them, not because 
of any deprivation in early childhood but rather because marriage 
i s defined in twentieth century culture as a relationship which 
derives its whole existence in love. Similarly, many of the qualities 
which are sought in a spouse reflect the cultural values which operate 
in such a way _ as to mold the traits of the ideal mate, rather than 
any unique need of the individual. Burgess and Wallin (194~:481) 
support this idea that needs are more likely to arise from a social 
rather than an individual origin: "Upon the basis of present 
evidence 'cultural likeness' appears more important than 'temperamental 
or personality similarity' in marital selection. This is perhaps to 
be expected both because of the segregation of young people in 
religious, social-class, and nationality groups and the pressure 
by parents and friends to marry within these circl es ." 
'" '.y· 
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In opposition to this theory Winch and Ktsanes recognize only 
three general traits: anxiety, emotionality, and vicariousness. 
Needs such as abasement, achievement, dominance or succorance are 
individually possessed in varying degrees, such that each person 
will prefer a mate who will provide maximum satisfaction for his own 
particular needs. It should be noted that while Winch and Ktsanes 
rliffer in their beliefs about the nature of need-patterns, they do 
nevertheless agree with the research on propinquity, ideal mate 
concept and homogamy inasmuch as these serve to define the field 
of eligibles from which an individual selects a mate. 
Perhaps the solution to this debate can be found in a third 
approach which maintains that there is no reason to believe that 
all needs should necessarily be either homogamous or complementary 
(Bowerman and Day, 1956; Murstein, 1961; Levinger, 1964). Bowerman 
and Day in a study of couples who were engaged or going steady 
found no evidence to support either of these two theories. They 
concluded that it is improbable that any theory of mate selection 
which is stated in terms of a uniform direction of relationship 
between needs in general could be verified. Of all the possible 
needs, only a few are probably highly relevant for mate selection 
and marital success. Furthermore, if any definite relationship 
could be determined, they would likely be complementary in some 
cases and homogamous in others. These relationships between needs 
would involve patterns of personality traits and not single variables. 
Levinger raises two major questions concerning the complemen-
tary approach to research. He first attempts to distinguish between 
complementarity and similarity. He contends t hat these are not 
.. 7->-'. 
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necessarily contradictory at all, but rather, they are mutually 
exclusive attributes of interpersonal relationships. Winch 
hypothesized two types of complementarity: Type I in which the 
need(s) of A differ in intensity from the need(s) of B; and Type II 
in which the need (s) of A are different in kind from the need (s) of 
B. Levinger (1964-: 154-) concluded that this postulate " •.. leads 
erroneously to the conclusion that if A's and B's needs differ 
neither in kind nor in intensity, then the relationship is not 
complementary. More tenable is the idea that A's and B's needs, 
same in kind and equal in intensity, will complement one another 
properly when both members of the pair possess the need in moderate 
quantity." 
In the present study, we are concerned with three dimensions 
of personality needs. Firstly, an examination will be made to 
ascertain which needs best characterize those females who are highly 
oriented toward the traditional wife-mother roles as opposed to those 
needs which differentiate females in the subsidiary, expressive 
occupations such as Nursing, Social Welfare and Primary Education 
from those in the occupations demanding more committment such as 
Science and High School Education. Secondly, since this is in part 
a study of mate selection, we are concerned with normative scores 
for personality needs in the sense that they reflect cultural values. 
Here, of course, because the concern is with mate selection and life 
styles, both males and fema]es will be included. Thirdly, we shall 
attempt to determine the role of personality needs as predispositions 
in theories of motivation. 
------ ......... .. ... .................. .. ...... . 
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The Relative Contributions of Sociology and Psychology 
to Theories of Human MJtivation 
Through such an analysis of the relationships existing between 
personality needs and variables such as cultural values, occupational 
affiliation, and mate selection, it is hoped that an assessment will 
also be made of the relative merits and potential of the sociological 
discipline versus that of psychology in the development of human 
motivation theories. The major reason for the divergence between 
these two approaches can be largely attributed to the fact that for 
sociology. motivation involves the investigation of the direction 
of human actions; whereas for psychology, motivation involves the 
investigation of the origination of behavior (Stone and Farberman, 
1970:467). Stone and Farberman further stress that motivation 
becomes the concern of the sociologist only when an individual 
deviates from the normative expectations of behavior, thus impinging 
on the cqnduct of others. It has been suggested, however, that 
women who are high on professional role orientation assume a deviant 
role since in diverging from the traditional wife-mother roles they 
thereby bring about changes in the role complexes of both the husband 
and offspring. 
In order to develop an adequate theory, the author contends 
that motives cannot simply be reduced to drives or needs such as 
most psychologists propose but rather that acquired motives must be 
conceptualized within the schema of a syndrome, analagous to that 
outlined by Rosen; for only then is it possible to account for both 
predispositions, including needs be they native or learned, together 
with the cultural factors which determi ne the direction of these 
drives. Many sociologists such as \vi nch and hi s co Heagues have 
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utilized a modified version of the psychological need concept as 
originally proposed in the classification of H. A. Murray (1938:124) 
in which a need is viewed in terms of '' ..• a goal-oriented drive, 
native or learned, which organizes perception, apperception, intellec-
tion, conation, and action in such a way as to transform in a certain 
direction an existing, unsa~isfyir.g situation." Like Freud, Winch 
recognized that these needs are operative on both the overt and 
covert levels of motivation. A. L. Edwards in his development 
of the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, which will be used to 
measure personality needs in this study, based his techniques on the 
definitions of Murray. 
The author does not deny the validity of such needs and, in 
fact, considers them to be important predispositions interacting 
with social values in situated behaviors. But the origin alone of 
a motive cannot adequately explain either present motivated behavior, 
or the effects that such motives will have on future behavior(s). 
In developing a theory of achievement motivation for women then, it 
will be necessary to draw upon the schema of both Rosen and Foote, 
hut it will also be essential to account for needs or drives as 
defined by psychologists. In expounding upon Foote's theory of 
motivation, however, it should be remembered that he underplayed 
the role of predispositions in motivational theory . Since Foote's 
paper in 1951, many sociologists such as Stebbins (1970:20-2~ now 
contend that Foote's argument against predispositions is unjustified, 
provided that we define them as having been acquired in the past 
but capable of reactivation to affect new attitudes and definitions 
of the situation. The author adheres to the latter position. 
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CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
A major theme of Chapter I was that sociologists in studying 
the problem of role conflict among female college stuJents have 
neglected to account for one major variable, namely, achievement 
motivation. Role prescriptions for marriage and career are poorly 
defined for females, with the result that the achievement motive 
itself has also become ambiguous. Women are expected to achieve, 
yet society does not clearly dictate the way in which they should 
go about achieving. Hence not only does achievement carry a different 
meaning for males and females, but even among females themselves 
there are many interpretations, and therefore also variations, in 
their attempts to satisfy achievement needs. 
Achievement then, shall be treated in this study as a norm 
which dedves its roots from within the social structure, but which 
becomes manifest within the personality make-up as a need because of 
the great emphasis placed on it in the familial, educational and 
economic institutions. Two types of achievement will be examined: 
(1.) achievement in the academic-occupational context, and (2) vicarious 
achievement or success attained indirectly via the accomplishments 
of the husband and/ or sons. The author postulates that the more 
highly motivated (of the type one variety) woman will anticipate a 
greater role conflict at time of marriage (i.e. between marriage 
29. 
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and educational-occupational goals), and therefor'e will attempt to 
r'educe this conflict by various means of modifying their plans for 
mar't:'iage. Such modifications \vould influence pr'eferences for type 
of desired spouse, size of family, age at marriage and degree of 
participation in the labor force both before and after mar'riage. 
Sampling Design 
The research was conducted with 711 subjects - 282 females 
and 429 males. The study centered around female college students 
since it is assumed that these women will be more · highly motivated 
than those in High School, and also since these girls are closer to 
marriage age with the result that role conflict is probably more 
pronounced among them. Although this is primarily a study of females, 
it was essential to include males in the sample for two reasons. 
First, since the study is concerned with. mate selection and marriage 
trends, it is necessary to develop corresponding norms for males 
on the needs for achievement, dominance, succorance and nurturance. 
In this way it will be possible to ascertain just how realistic the 
womens' preferences are with respect to the types of spouses they 
desire. Secondly, this is also a study of female roles within the 
labor force, and since men constitute a large percentage of the 
professional sector of the labor market, it will obviously be mostly 
men with whom these females will have to interact and compete. 
The sample then, was selected by means of the disproportionate 
stratification method. In this stratif ication procedure five college 
year levels were distinguished since significant differences are to 
be expected between these l evels due t o factors such as attitude 
. ··.y.. 
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changes, and emotional and social maturation occurring throughout 
the college years. The fifth year women were combined with those 
in fourth year for measurement purposes. This was done because 
there were too few of these women to constitute separate groups, 
yet these women were deemed too important to ignore because they 
are nearer to the marriage-career choice and more professionally 
sophisticated than any o:f the other subjects. A control was also 
made for occupational affiliation since variations are expected 
between women who at'e training for the more demanding career'S such 
as Science, Nedicine or High School Teaching, and those who will be 
engaging in the more subsidiar'y, expressive occupational t'oles such 
as Nut'sing, Social Welfare or Pr-imary School Teaching. (Any student 
planning to teach between the Kindergarten and Grade VI levels was 
classified in the Pr'imary Education group; all those planning to 
teach from Grades VII ann up wer-e classified in the High Schoo 1 
Education group.) A. we.ighting procedure was conducted in order to 
ensure that any bias or unrlerrepresentation effects would be 
avoided. This was necessary for the Nursing and Social Welfare 
professions in particular. These two professional schools have only 
recently been established at the University with the result that 
both still have very sma l.l student enrollments. Within the 
Education faculty the problem operated in the opposite direction. 
That is, these students are overrepresented with respect to both 
numbers of ma les and females in other faculties. The exact sample 
size in relation to the total popul.ation is described in Table 5. 
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TABLE 5. - Sample and Population Distributions of 
Students by Profession and Year 
FEMALES 
First year (all professions) 
Education 
Year II 
Year III 
Year IV & V 
Nursing 
Year II 
Year III 
Year IV & V 
Social Welfare 
Year II 
Year III 
Year IV & V 
Science & Medicine 
Year II 
Year III 
Year IV & V 
MALES 
First year (all professions) 
Education (all years) 
Social Welfare (all years) 
Science & Medicine (al 1 years) 
Commerce (a 11 years) 
Engineering (all years) 
Arts (a ll yea rs) 
Population 
662 
255 
14-9 
157 
21 
18 
30 
4-0 
15 
8 
65 
22 
30 
Total Female Sample 
1,106 
902 
6L~2 
378 
l~39 
6 22. 
Sample 
50 
4-S 
30 
35 
15 
13 
23 
25 
10 
7 
14-
8 
4-
= 282 
115 
137 
11 
57 
56 
26 
27 
Total ~1ale Sample = 4-29 
Combined Ma le & Female Samples = 711 
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It should be noted that for first year students only, there 
was no control made for occupational affiliation. This was not 
deemed necessary because only one of these professional schools 
offers any professional courses before the second year of college; 
therefore, these students have not yet had any opportunities to 
develop or acquire any preferences or attitudes characteristic of 
any one occupational group. Note should also be taken of the fact 
that the only contt:'ol made for year in college with the male students 
was a first year-second year and up, distinction . No further 
delineations were possible since time permitted only an adequate 
stratification of the females. 
The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule 
All subjects, both male and female, were administered the 
Edwards Persona 1 Preference Schedule. While this is a fifteen trait 
personality test, the present study was concerned only with the 
measurement of four of these--achievement, dominance, succorance and 
nurturance needs. These traits were measured in percentile units, 
hut \vere then conve rted to a high-medium-low scale (low: 0- 2_4-, 
medium: 25-74-, high: 75+) since the study was pr imarily concerned 
with individuals a t either extreme of these needs. The intercorrela-
tions among the f our personality traits studied were all found to be 
lower than those obtained by Edwards in 1954- (see Tables 6a and 6b) . 
This helps to account for t he fact that while the hypotheses concerning 
these personality variables were almost all confirmed in the predicted 
directions, they were all nevertheless much lower than was anticipated. 
In ~1e light of the discrepancies found between these intercorrelations, 
the construct valirlity of the EPPS woulrl appear to be questionable. 
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TABLE 6a. - Intercorrelations of the Variables Measured by the 
EPPS as Reported by Edwards 
Succorance 
Achievement 
- .14 
Succorance 
Dominance 
Nut:'turance 
Dominance 
.19 
- .22 
Nurturance 
- .30 
.16 
-. 20 
TABLE 6b. - Intercorrelations of the Variables Measured by the 
EPPS in the Present Study 
Succor'ance Dominance 
Achievement - .02 .12 
Succot:'ance -.15 
Dominance 
Nurturance 
The Questionnaire 
Nurturance 
-. 23 
.15 
-.15 
A forty-five item questio'nnaire was administered to the 
females after the personality tests. Since the EPPS required a 
full fifty minute class period to complete, it was necessary for 
the examiner to t:'eturn to the same class on a second occasion in 
order to administer the questionnaire. This usually required 
approximately twenty minutes to answer. This testing procedure 
unfortunately resulted in a loss of several potential. subjects 
(approximately sixty) since where there was no prior notice of the 
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testing sessions given to subjects, frequently a subject would be 
present for only one of the two tests. 
On the basis of this questionnaire, the author created 
three main summated rating scales, each consisting of five items. 
These scales were ranked such that the lower the score, the higher 
the ranking. The scales are as follows: 
Perceived Role Conflict1: 
l. Would it bother your if your husband asked you to quit your 
job because he felt that he himself and the home were being 
neglected~ 
2. ~vhat degree of conflict between your career and marital roles 
do you anticipate at the time of marriage? 
3. Would it bother you if your husband disagreed with your choice 
to postpone childbearing in order to give priority to your 
career? 
4-. Would it concern you if your husband disagreed with your 
ideas on childbearing practices? 
5. How important is it to you that your husband approves of your 
cat'eer plans and encourages you in them? 
1For purposes of scaling, scores .2 and 3 on questions 1, 
3 and 4- in the Percei ved Role Conf lict scale were transformed. 
In the Traditional Role Orientation scale, scores 2 and S on 
question 2 were transformed; and there was a complete reversal of 
scores on question '~. For the position of these questions on the 
original questionnaire , see Appendix. 
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The Perceived Role Conflict scale was developed after consultation 
with Dr. Mirra Komarovsky. The underlying basis of this scale is 
the assumption that conflict can be said to exist when there is a 
rtiscrepancy between the preferences, attitudes and values of ego 
and those of the significant other(s). 
Traditional Role Orientation1 : 
l. At what time do you expect to marry'? 
2. Which of the following assumes the highest priority among 
your life goals? 
3. At what stage in your married life would you like to beco111e 
a full-time housewife? 
4-. How many children would you like to have? 
5. At what time do you plan to start a family? 
Vicarious Achievement: 
l. Should a wife arrange her life to suit her husband? 
2. If not working at the time, would you be willing to return to 
work in order to help you husband return to university? 
3. If working, would you be willing to ~your own job in 
order to help your husband get ahead in his? 
~~. Do you believe t)1at a woman should be more concerned with her 
husband's career than with her own personal achievement? 
5. Would you be willing to move to another city in order to 
increase your husband's career opportunities? 
y · / --
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Statistical Analysis 
Ideally, nonparametric statistics should have been used in 
this study since all the variables are either nominal or ordinal 
level data. Unfortunately, there was no alt ernative than to employ 
parametric statistics even though this necessitated a violation of 
the interval level Jata assumption for these. There were two reasons 
for this decision. First, because of the large number of subjects 
it was necessary to analyse the results by means of a computer, and 
the only programs available could not handle the number of categories 
into which the data were organized. There were two instances in 
pardcular in which much of the value of the data would have been 
wasted had the collapsed intervals necessary to employ nonparametric 
statistics been used. The first case was the correlations involving 
the personality traits. Here there was found to be such a large range 
over the possible 0- 99 scale that the collapsed high-medium-low results 
were employed only in the hypotheses involving differences between 
high and low Achievers. The second case was with the three sets of 
scaled scores for role conflict, vicarious achievement, and ' traditional 
role orientation' . Here again there was so wide a range of scores 
over the possible 0- 19, 0- 21, and 0-28 intervals respectively, that 
it was believed that much of the qua lity of these indices would have 
been lost had the data been collapsed into two or three categories. 
The Pearson Product Moment Correlation then, was utilized for 
hypothes es predicti ng associations , while the F t est for analysis 
of variance was used for hypotheses predicting di fferences since most 
of these hypotheses were co ncerned wit h more t han two groups. Act ua l 
significance levels are reported f or all hypotheses. 
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CHAPTER III 
IDENTIFICATION AND THE ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVE IN PROFESSIONAL WOMEN 
Introduction 
Bernard Rosen (l959a) in an attempt to account for cultural 
and class differences in achievement motivation devised a motive-
value-aspiration complex which he referred to as the 'achievement 
syndrome'. . He delineated three specific components of this syndrome: 
achievement motivation or the psychological need to excel, educational-
vocational aspirational levels, and value orientations. Psychologists, 
until the last decade, have concentrated their studies on the internal 
drive to achieve together \llith its associated personality correlates 
such as risk-taking behavior, expectancy of success, test anxiety 
and persistence at a difficult task. Sociologists, on the other 
hand, have concerned themselves with the strength and direction of 
cultural values and training necessary to develop and maintain such 
a need. 
The Achieving Society (McClelland, 1961) was a major landmark 
in the development of the achievement motive concept in that it was 
the first real attempt to explain the nature of the relationship 
between these personality and cultural variables, which interact 
in such a way as to produce either a successful individual or nation. 
By demonstrating the inter-dependence of specific behavior patterns 
such as risk-taking with the more general entrepreneurial behavior, 
38 . 
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McClelland at the same time succeeded in breaking down the old 
specificity-generality barrier which had prohibited an adequate 
description of the manner in which each of the components in the 
achievement syndrome either affected or was caused by the other 
components. 
One of the aims of this thesis will be to further examine 
the interrelation between leadership behavior and the achievement 
motive on the broader cultural level, utilizing Rosen's syndrome 
as a frame of reference. The author will also attempt to develop 
a theory of motivation based on identification, in which motives 
· ~are treated as predispositions.t'ather than as causes. In line with 
this, a further aim is to look specifically at the achievement 
motive in professional women, both as it is determined through 
the process of identification and also as the motive itself affects 
current familial and employment ~atterns. Finally, it will be 
nemonstrated why it is necessary to introduce a subjective or inter-
pretative element into the concept of motivation in order to determine 
the nature of the achievement motive in women, 
In order to study the position of professional women in the 
proper perspective, it is first necessary to take a look at their 
male counterparts since the only studies carried out to date on the 
-relations existing between achievement motivation, leadership behavior 
and cultural change, have been with men. One obvious reason for this 
emphasis is that men occupy roughly 85 per cent of the top professional 
jobs in North America (Rossi, 196L~). In addition , achievement even for 
women is defined in terms of behavior \vhich traditionally has been 
associated with the male ro l e . That is, to be j udged a high Achiever 
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one must occupy an instrumental, dominant type of role in which the 
strength of the drive is measured in the light of academic and 
occupational success. As ~1cClelland "(196'+:173) noted: ''She is 
defined not in terms of her self, but in terms of her relation to 
men. n 
Cultural Origins of the Achievement Mltive 
~1cCleJ.land and Rosen have both stressed the interaction 
between achievement motivation antl economic development , however, 
they disagree as to the direction in which such change occurs. A 
causal relationship appears to exist, but a deLate which Rosen calls 
the "chicken-and-the-egg" puzzle is still being waged. McClelland 
del!lonstrates that high need for achievement levels have historically 
preceded rapid economic growth, whereas lower levels of motivation 
l1ave been associated with subsequent economic decline (1961:93). He 
argues tl1en, that it is within a nation where the leaders are highly 
motivated and, in line with this, high risk-takers, that economic 
development is most likely to occur. That is, in order for the 
entrepreneurial system to succeed there must be men available who 
are willing to take the risk and private initiative necessary for 
capital investment. Rosen while not denying the importance of psycho-
logical variables, does not agree that the achievement motive is 
necessarily the causal factor in such a process of change. Rather, 
his argument states that the pove1~ty and unhappiness which follow 
slow economic growth could be considered the caus e of low motivation 
rather than its effect. 
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The achievement syndrome concept appears to provide the most 
adequate explanation to date for both cultural and sex differences 
in need for achievement. Psychologists define achievement motivation 
as the individual's need to strive, compete and do well in situations 
involving standards of excellance. There would appear to be implicit 
in this definition a false assumption that in order to be considet•ed 
a high need Achiever one must be successful within either an 
educational or an occupationa 1 context. Must individuals or nations 
who have chosen to excel in other channels, such as the fine arts, 
be considered low on achievement motivation? The answer is yes, 
·,\ since according to Rosen's syndrome motivation involves not only a 
need to do well but also the acquisition of the cultural values 
necessary to define and direct one's behavior towards the attainment 
of an achievement goal . Such values include money as a measure of 
pet'formance, a belief that the external environment can be mastered 
through rational effort, a willingness to accept deferment of 
gratifications, and physical mobility. From the viewpoint of the 
individual these values equip him to make a contribution to his 
country's growth by means of private initiative and investment . 
"Seen in terms of societal needs, the present at all levels of 
persons whose values generate a confident, assertive orientation 
toward the environment, while stressing the importance of planning, 
work, and capital accumulation, provides both stimulus and support 
for industrialization and economic growth" (Rosen , l96l~a: 347). 
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\Vhen McClelland and Rosen speak of entrepreneurship and 
leadership, however, they are referring to an almost totally male 
system. When questioned about this, McClelland (1970) replied: 
"It's a male game, not a female game." He further stated that the 
achievement motive is only rarely found even among men, so that 
when we speak in terms of the motive in women we are referring to a 
very small and highly selective group of individuals within society. 
In order to understand why even among this group only the few go on 
· ... 
to ach ieve top level business, professional and governmental positions, 
it is essential to look in more detail at these cultural values as 
they interact with the third component of the syndrome, namely, 
achievement training. 
Family Structure as a Determinant of 
Motivational Level 
It has been found that the critical period in the formation 
of the achievement motive is between the ages of five and nine 
years of age (McClelland, 1958:307). If learning of the motive 
occurs this early, it is obvious that the major factor in this 
acquisition process must be the influence of the family unit. The 
strength of the motive, however, will depend not so much on the 
actual interactional patterns as it will on the chile's perception 
of each parent's relationship both to the other parent as well as 
himself (Rosen, l959b, 1962). Learning of the achievement motive 
together with learning of the closely allied sex roles occurs largely 
through a process of identification with either or both parents. 
One of the key factors involved in the learning of the achievement 
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motive is independence training. Studies have revealed that where 
the child is trained early in independence mastery, the level of 
value similarity between mother and son is considerably higher 
than in cases where this training occurs at a later stage (Rosen, 
l964b). A related factor in this acquisition process is achievement 
training. f\chievement training, or the imposed standards of 
excellence upon tasks by parents should be distinguished from 
independence training, or the expectations by the parents for self-
reliance and autonomy in decision making. It has been found that 
the mothers of boys with high achievement motivation tend to stress 
achievement training rather than independence, although the transmission 
of both values will depend upon the types of sanctions which the 
parents use to enforce their demands (Rosen and D'Andrade, l959b). 
Fathers who are relatively rejectant or who are perceived 
as rejectant, tend to raise low achievement oriented sons, possibly 
because the boy perceives the father as a threat in that he believes 
him to be attempting to impose himself. However, the same traits 
of dominance and rejection in the mother are frequently associated 
with highly motivated boys since she is perceived as imposing her 
standards rather than herself on the son. Similarly, in the case 
of the effects of maternal employment on the development of 
achievement motivation, evidence tends to suggest that the important 
factor is not the actual·presence or absence of the mother in the 
home, but rather the child's perception of the mother's motives in 
working. Powell (1961: 35 2) found a significant relationship existed 
between gainful maternal employment and higher achievement motives 
in children, particularly between the ages of nine and twelve years. 
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providing both a personal sense of satisfaction to her together 
with an economic contribution to the maintenance of the family, then 
there will be a positive transmission of values. If, on the other 
hand, the child believes that he and his siblings are being 
neglected due to her employment, then the transfer is negative. It 
can be seen here that studies relating achiev0nent learning to early 
family practices are valid but they are also incomplete. If we are 
to explain the relative absence of professional Nomen in high 
· . ranking positions, then it is insufficient to stop after considering 
. ·,,· 
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the effects of the role structure and practices occurring within the 
family of orientation. Rather we must go one step further and 
consider what results these effects will produce within the family 
of procreation, for it is at tl1is time and not during early childhood, 
that the achievement motive will become manifest in the form of 
positive, concrete contributions to the economic growth of the natio n . 
Before going any furthet'; however, it should he emphasized 
that what we have been considering above are the familial determinants 
of achievement motivation acquired through the process of identifica-
tion. While identification as .E_rocess is essential to such a motiva-
tional theory; it is primarily identification as product, or the 
nependent variable, witl1 which this paper is concerned. 
Vicarious Achievement--A Product of Role Identity 
A possible link between the girl's perception of her parents' 
roles and those identities to which she wishes to commit herself upon 
the establishment of her own f amily, is the theory of s e l ective needs. 
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That is, individuals in their families of procreation will tend to 
perpetuate those satisfactions known in their families of orienta tion, 
and will tend to avoid or correct those dissatisfactions known in their 
families of orientation. Brown (1956) discovered a high correlation 
to exist between family background, future family orientation and 
· - need for achievement in a population of female college students. He 
distinguished between high achievers and overachievers. The over-
achievers appeared to be succeeding in response to the demands of 
parents who had been successful themselves rather than in response 
to any internal drive to excel. The absence of any real motivation 
to compete was illustrated by the fact that they were all high on 
future family orientation, and in fact, went on to occupy very 
conventional wife-mothet' directed roles after graduation. The high 
achievers, however, were low on future family orientation with a desire 
for commitments to professional-academic identities rather than the 
traditional roles for middle-class women. At the other end of the 
continuum were the underachievers who possessed average ability but 
performed poorly. These girls came largely from families where 
interpersonal relationships were perceived as happy and secure, 
and they themselves in turn were oriented toward marriage and a family . 
Most worked in professional jobs for a few years before settling 
down, although in line with their major interest in rearing a family 
many of the girls occupied subsidiary roles such as primary school 
teaching or social welfare. 
These findings \~auld tend to support Komarovsky (1970b) in 
her belief that vicarious achievement is highly associated with the 
more traditional wife-mother identities in which the wife is expected 
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to assume an expressive, subsidiary role in order to help promote 
her husband in his instrumental, career oriented identities. 
·: Douvan (1962) shows that even in entering freshman girls it is 
·. · possible to distinguish the vicarious achievers from high need 
Achievers by means of the identities which they desire. She claims 
that for most girls entering college their motivation is directed 
in an expressive, marriage-oriented vein. Douvan (1962: 203) 
concludes: "For many girls, college obviously is an end in itself, 
only dimly conceived in an instrumental light. The enrichment from 
college may promise a better life, greater capacity to meet and 
realize pleasure from the challenges of adulthood, or a chance for 
social mobility, but specific vocational-instrumental functions of 
education occur only to a minority of girls. '1 If we return to the 
achievement syndrome concept then, it can be argued that these girls 
who at'e oriented to the traditional role identities have a desire to 
achieve or do well just as the high Achievers do, however the way in 
which they choose to direct or implement these drives is different 
llue to different value and role orientations. That is, instead of 
guiding her energies in an academic-vocational channel, the vicarious 
··- ~. 
achiever prefers to achieve by helping her husband and sons to succeed, 
and in this sense, achievement .is usually viewed as well in terms of 
successful marital adjustment. In short, the psychological definition 
of motivation is too narrow in that it i•nplies that only a minute 
proportioh of the population has any desire to do well. It is suggested 
that ~1cClelland should qualify his statement to the effect that only a 
.y· 
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rare number of people have a desire to excel academically or 
vocationally, since the psychological definition infers the presence 
of a pseudo-norm with respect to the direction in which one should 
attempt to strive. 
Consequences for Family and Employment Patterns 
Peak participation by women in the labor force occurs between 
the ages of 35 and 55 years. Both professional and nonprofessional 
women tend to work up until marriP..ge, then with the arrival of the 
first child the wife-mother iuentities ass~me the first priority at 
least until the children begin school. It was noted earlier that the 
'working life cycle' is characterized by a re-entry of women into 
the labor market after the children have been reared. However, this 
resurgence is most dramatic with respect to professional women1. Why 
then is it that the more highly educated choose to return? Baruch 
(1966) found that the achievement motive is marked by a temporal cycle 
which coincides with both the working life and family life cycles. 
It can readily be seen here why Foote (1951) postulated that the 
strength of motivation is determined by the commitment which one 
holds towards a particular identity or series of identities. Cleat•ly, 
Foote's ideas are consistent with the findings of Baruch who demonstrated 
that a woman's life cycle can be viewed as ccmprising three major phases, 
each of which is characterized by a particular dominant role identity 
together with a corresponding level of achievement motivation. In 
a study of Radcliffe Alumnae then, Baruch found that the group 5 years 
lsee Table 3, Chapter One 
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out of college had a disproportionate number of women with high need 
for achievement scores, while in the group 10 years after graduation 
a striking decline in achievement motivation occurred. In short, the 
achievement motive declines or subsides as the more expressive wife-
mother roles take precedence during the time when children r~re being 
reared an1l the l1Usband is attempting to establish his own home and 
career. She further Jemonstrated that once the family has been 
established or begins to dissolve (at about 15 years after graduation), 
there is a reactivation of either latent or suppressed achievement 
motivation. What is significant about these findings is that they 
held true only for college graduates, since the same study repeated 
on a nationally representative sample of the general population did 
not confirm these findings. But while the achievement motive reappears 
at approximately 15 years after college, it is not until 20 years 
that the actual demonstration of this resurgence becomes evident in 
the labor force. This finding is analogous to that of McClelland . 
who likewise demonstrated that hi~h achievement motivation is 
i ndicative of subsequent positive participation within the professional 
sector of the labor force. On the basis of these result Baruch 
(lgG6:llO) concluded: 
\ve posit a developmental sequence in these college women 
with a moratorium of achievement striving which begins 
between the fifth and tenth year out of college. On the 
fantasy level we find a return of this motive in some 
women 15 years out of college, but the motive has not 
yet been expressed in vocational behavior. By the time 
20 years have elapsed, women with the highest achievement 
motivation have returned to paid employment. A signif~­
cant change in the frequency distribution is predicted 
f or the sample 15 years out of college several years 
hence, with career pattern and achievement motive strongly 
associated as in the present survey for the 20 and 25 year 
graduates . 
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It can be inferred from the above that identification is 
crucial to a theory of achievement motivation in two respects. 
Firstly, it is primarily through identification within the nucleat• 
family unit that the child acquire:; achievement directed drives, 
and secondly, the strength of the achievement motive varies through-
out the course of a woman's life in relation to the relative amount 
of commitment with which she wishes to approach her familial versus 
her educational-occupational role identities. This relationship 
between need for achievement and identification has also been 
rlemonstt•ated empirically under controlled laboratory conditions. 
Such studies havf'! shown that wornens' need for achievement scores 
increase when responding to male figures under 'Intellectual' arousal 
conditions, and to female figures under 'l.Voman's Role' conditions 
(Lesser et al., 1.963; French anrl Lesser, 1964). Similarly, 
McClelland and his co l.leagues found that the achievement scores of 
\~omen increased when the arousal conditions were expressed in terms 
of social acceptance but not under the usual leadership and 
intellig .alee arousa 1 conrlitions. One possible conclusion is that 
those girls who value intellectual attainment recognize in males 
those traits such as dominance, independence and autonomy necessary 
to reach these goals, and therefore identify with them under instru-
menta] arousal conditions. Under expressive conditions she must 
revert back to identification with females in order to fulfill her 
heterosexual roles. For the male, however, this incompatibility 
does not exist since for him job success offers no threat to success 
in social or marital relations. In fact, if anything, it enhances 
his chances of success in other areas. 
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A Sub·jective Approach to Achievement flbtivation 
When Foote (1951:15) first proposed that identification could 
be utilized as a foundation upon which to build a theory of motivation 
he defined motivation as: "The degree to which a human being, as a 
participant in the ongoing social process in which he necessarily 
finds himself, defines a problematic situation as calling for 
performance of a particular act, with more or less anticipated 
consummations and consequences, and thereby his organism releases 
the energy appropriate to performing it." This definition implies 
a process of subjective intet'pretation on the part of an individual 
within a motive arousing situation, that is, a definition of the 
situation is necessitated. However, it is largely with respect to 
divergent assumptions concerning the subjectivity versus objectivity 
of stimuli and responses in such situations that sociological and 
psycho logical approaches to the study of motivation have differed. 
DeCharms (1968: 18) is most critical of current psychological theories, 
such as reinforcement and affective arousal theories, in that they are: 
... Attempts to reduce motivational concepts to stimulus 
and response events conceived of as physical phenomena 
in the world. These approaches stress objectivity and 
supply us with the physical restrictions within which 
behavior occurs. They are striving to reduce all 
psychological phenomena to physical, chemical, and 
possibly biological determinants. 
This position is in keeping with that of Kenneth Burke (1954-: 35) who 
states that: 
Stimuli do not possess an absolute meaning .... Any given 
situation derives its character from the entire frame-
work of interpretation by which we judge i~. ~nd 
differences in our ways of sizing up an ob]ect1ve 
situation are expressed subjectively as differences in 
our assignment of motive. 
....... 
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DeCha~ms then, does not deny the validity of existing theories 
such as those originated by Watson, Hull and Skinne~, but he does 
claim that they are insufficient. He argues that approaches like 
Behaviorism t~eat the individual as a physical object, or in the 
third pel:'son, therefore what is required to complete the theory is 
a first-person or subjective aspect intervening between the stimuli 
and l:'esponses. The psycho logical :framework is based for the most 
pal:'t on one-to-one stimulus-~esponse experiments carried out under 
highly cont~olled conditions. Most human acts, however', are much 
more complex than this, involving numerous extraneous conditions 
together with several possible responses from which the individual 
must select the appropriate one at least pa~tially by means of 
subjective interpretation. For example, in the case of the highly 
motivated woman, she has seve~al possible avenues available to her 
by which she can meet her achievement needs, but the particular 
l'esponse that she chooses can only be made after a conscious weighing 
of her relative progress in, and commitment to, her key identities 
(usually familial and occupational assume highest priority in her 
sa lienee hierarchy) • 
The Achievement Motive as a Predisposition 
These inadequacies can be overcome suggests DeCharms by 
treating motives in a predispositional context, and in this way 
avoiding the attribution of a motive as a .. part of the causal chain 
of pl1ysical or objective events that pertain to any one specific 
instance. Viewed as a predisposition, it can readily be seen how 
the achievement motive, activated during each major tuming point 
of the family life and \~Ol'king life cycles; would become a crucial 
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source of influence in the woman's definition of the situation. 
Stated in other terms, the achievement motive interacts with another 
predisposition, namely, the subjective career or "the actor's 
recognition and interpretation of past and future events associated 
with a particular identity, and especially his interpretation of 
important contingencies as they were or will be encountered" 
(Stebbins, l970a: L~) • The advantage of the subjective career concept 
over the traditional objective career line is that it permits us to 
focus in on various turning points in the life cycle and study the 
process of mutual influence occuring between the achievement motive 
and role identities. It must be rem~nbered here that it is only at 
turning points which by their nature necessitate decisions, that 
these predispositions become activated. In fact, as Foote himself 
no ted, it is only at times like this when action is temporarily 
halted that it is possible to view a person's full commitment to 
his identities, and hence the true natuee of his motivation also. 
If we retuen to the two original problems, and aclequa te 
ex.!!l.ottation can now be ]_Jroposed conceptualizing identification as 
the perspective through whiC!h an individual perceives his life 
goals; ancl motives, be they achievement or otherwise, as predispo-
sitions determining in ]_Jart the structure of the individual's 
hierarchy of identities. Having agreed that achievement tends t6 be 
measut'er1 in terms of educational and occupational success then, it 
was shown that occupationally, even highly motivated women •~ithdraw 
from the labor force at an age when they could quite possible be 
reaching the peak of a professional career. Educationally, women 
earn LW per cent of all Bachelors degrees but only 12 per cent of 
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all Doctoral degrees. In deciding the relative priority she will 
give to each of her wife, mother, capeer and educational identities, 
her achievement motive becomes activated but so do other conflicting 
motives such as a need for approval of the feminine role, or needs 
fat' security, sex and affection, all of which can only be satisfied 
legitimately tht•ough marriage. Dt•. r1atina Horner believes that these 
conflicting motives account for this withdrawal from achievement 
oriented situations, such as those of the university or the labor 
force. Dr. Horner (1969:38) from her research with highly motivated 
college men and women concluded that: 
For women, the desire to achieve is often contaminated 
by what I call the motive to avoid success. I define 
it as the fear that success in competitive achievement 
situations will lead to negative consequences, such as 
unpopularity and loss of femininity. This motive, like 
the achievement motive itself is a stable disposition 
within the person, acquired early in life along with 
other sex-role standards. When fear of success conflicts 
with a desire to be successful, the result is an inhibition 
of achievement motivation. 
A Theory of Vicarious Achievement Motivation 
It was stated earlier that professional women encounter at 
time of marPiage an intet•action between three pt•edispositions, namely, 
the familial and occupational subjective careers together with the 
achievement motive . The work of Horner, however., would tend to 
suggest that for many women the achievement motive is overridden by 
the 'motive to avoid success', or put simply, the sex role disposition 
is more dominant than that of the achievement motive with its corre-
lates of aggressive, masculine defined behavior. For the present 
study, it was deemed possible to measure 'traditional role orientati on', 
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. ':·, a major element of which is sex role identity, in terms of future 
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family orientation. That is, the traditional sex role identity is 
considered to be fundamental to all other roles comprising the wif e-
) •t. 2 mot 1er posJ. 10n. 
Hypothesis 1: There is a positive association between vicarious 
achievement and 'traditional wife-mother role 
orientation'. 
Hypothesis 2: There is a negative relationship between vicarious 
achievement and perceived role conflict . 
TABLE 7. - Relationships Between Vicarious 
Achievement, Traditional Role Orientation 
and Perceived Role Conflict (N=282) 
Traditional Role 
Orientation 
Perceived Role 
Conflict 
Vicarious Achievement r = .367a r = - 269b 
a P..c:::::::·OOOl b P.::::- .0001 
2 'Position 1 is used here in the context in whi ch Bates 
(l956: 31'~) conceptualized it as "a lo:ation in ~ social structure 
whi.ch :i.s associated with a set of socJ.al no rms. 
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Table 7 shows that both hypotheses were found to be highly 
significant in the predicted directions. It is now possible to 
distinguish between two types of achievement motivation: (1) vicarious 
achievement motivation which the author defines as "the desire to 
succeed indirectly via the attainment of a significant other(s) ", 
and (2) achievement motivation as defined in the academic-occupational 
context by McClelland and his colleagues. This author proposes five 
major propositions fundamental to such a theory of vicarious 
achievement motivation: 
l. The vicarious achiever identifies primarily with the tr-aditional 
sex roles in which the husband 1 s role is defined in terms of bread-
winner and head of the family unit, while the wife 1 s role is defined 
as housekeeper, childbearer and companion, In short, the sex role 
assumes first priority in the woman 1 s prominence hierarchy while 
for the McClelland need Achievers this is not the case. 
2. Viewed in interactional terms, vicarious achievement results from 
the successful attainment on the part of significant others, rather 
than attainment by the self. That is, in most cases the vicarious 
achiever is concerned with helping to promote the success of the 
husband and/or sons, and to a lesser extent the daughters also. 
3. The salience hierarchy of the vicarious achiever is so clearly 
~efined that any r-ole conflict which arises is virtually minimal. 
In other works, the wife-mother role identities assume such a high 
prominence that the professiomll career role offers little or no 
thr-eat to them . 
4. There is required a recognition of achievement values , such as 
those outlined by Rosen, accompanied by a desire for these values 
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to be incorporated by the significant others rather than by oneself. 
5. 'Vhereas McClelland's need Achievement is predispos:ttional in 
nature, vicarious a~1ievement is conceived of as a syndrome parallel 
in structure to that of Rosen. \~e assume all persons to have certain 
acquired drives or needs, the exact nature of which will be shaped 
and di~ected by cultural values and training. 
A basic assumption to such a theory is that all human beings 
have certain needs, both innate and acquired, such as needs for 
prestige, security, affection and/or self-actualization. 'Need' is 
defined in the same context as was proposed in Chapter l, that is, 
"a goal-oriented drive, native or learned, which organizes perception, 
appel'ception, intellection, conation, and action in such a way as to 
transform in a certain diL'ection an existing, unsatisfying situation." 
Secondly, these needs are assumed to be predispositional in nature, 
following the schema of Campbell (1963 : 97) in which he considered 
acquired drives and notives to be similar to other behavioral 
dispositions, such as attiturles and beliefs, in that they are all 
characterized by a common element, namely, that "behavior is 
modified as a result of experience, that somehow a person retains 
residues of experience of such a nature as to guide, bias, or othel'-
wise influence later behavior.'' 
It should be noted that vicarious achievement motivation would 
appear to be largely a female phenomenon. On the basis of the current 
research we are obviously not able to generalize to males but it is 
possihle to conceive of situations, such as one in which the husband 
· D · 1·n w]11"c11 males could also be vicarious 1s very low on need om1nance, 
achievers. For females, there appear to be two major role correlates 
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of vicarious achievement--the sex role and the traditional wife-
mother role. Since the present study is primarily concerned with 
single college women, the author deemed it appropriate to measure 
the traditional wife-mother role in terms of future family orientation . 
::·:.-· Thus, any subject who scored high on this seale preferred to marry 
.,. at an early age, to have a relatively large number of children, 
.. : .· ' 
·.:; . 
ancl to commence childbearing within a few years after marriage . 
In keeping with this preference, it is not surprising that these 
women planned to become full-time housewives as soon as they begin 
childbearing. All the high traditionally role oriented \>Jomen claimed 
that marriage assumed a higher priority than a career among their 
life goals. It can be implied then, that for these women achievement 
is viewed in terms of marital success. The positive correlation of 
the traclitiona 1 role with vicarious achievement motivation is quite 
logical since for centuries one of the major norms of the female 
sex role has been that a wife be concerned with the occupational 
and educational success of her husband and children rather than 
with her own. 
Unfortunately the scope of this chapter could not allow 
for a more detailed discussion of sex role identity, however, it is 
maintained that it derives from the same generic roots as the 
\~ife-mother role identities. As can be seen in Table 8, in the 
present study over 88 per cent of the women expressed a satisfaction 
with the current sex roles. These results were to be expected 
considering the fact that only a small percentage of the subjects 
(S l out of 28 2) scored high on achievement as measured in the 
McClelland sense. The cultural factors influencing these results 
will be analyzed in more detail when we examine the field of eligibles 
·. 
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for high need Achievers. 
··. ·.·. 
TABLE 8. - Percentage of Women Indicating Satisfaction 
, with Current Sex Roles (N=280) 
•' :· 
:. _.. 
. · :. 
Attitude Total Percentage 
(1) Am satisfied with female sex role ...... 159 56.8 
(2) Think male has a more interesting 
time in life ....................... 33 11.8 
(3) Think female has a more interesting 
time in life . ... .. .. ............... 5 1.8 
(4) Agree with both #1 and #2 .......•...... 57 20 .l~ 
(5) Agree with both #land #3 .....•••...•.. 26 9.3 
280 100.0 
We conclude that McClelland's definition of achievement 
motivation is too narrow and specific in context and that therefore 
his theory can adequately account for only a very small and highly 
selective sector of the total population. The syndrome approach 
seems to have more potential than that of ~1cClelland for the future 
research which is essential for the development of an adequate theory 
of motivation in females since it eliminates the limitation of 
confining achievement motivation to educational and occupational 
situations. It should be emphasi7.ed at this point that until 
. recently the field of psycho logy has carried out virtually all of 
the research on the achievement moti.ve, however, it is the field of 
sociology which will have to continue and refine this research since 
it woulcl appear that the missing link is to be found not in the nature 
of some innate rlrive but rather in the natur e of an acqu ired predispo-
s ition cletermined by cultural values via t he fami lial a nd other 
·, 
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institutions. There is a possibility that the solution to the problem 
of male-female differences in achievement motivation lies in Nhat 
DeCharms (1968:6) refers to as personal causation, or "the initiation 
by an individual of behavior intended to produce a change in his 
.; :~: Pnvironment." ~btives then, constitute only one element of the broader 
, : ;· 
-; 
concept of versonal causation. DeChal'ms uses the latte.r. to refer to 
the genet'al perspective or o dentation which one ho l.ds towaecl being 
the ol'igin of his own lJehavior. Causation is distinguished from 
' motive' which refers to the specific performance tlirected toward some 
goal , such as achievement or pewee. At least one study involving 
achievement training with boys ht~s produced evidence to indicate that 
tra ining may inrluce broader goals as so cia ted with increased feelings 
of persona] causation, and may not be strictly limited to increasing 
the need for achievement as the belief is currently upheld. It is 
therefore suggested thnt the use of such an apvroach in the achievement 
training of females \~ou'i.d produce better results than the previous 
attempts; firstly, since it avoids the problem of rating fe;nale need 
for. achievement on the basis of male norms; and secondly, since it 
makes allowance for both the objective and subjective components of 
human motivation. 
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CHAPTER IV 
.· .. ·· 
MARRIAGE-CAREER ROLES OF \vOMEN HIGH ON NEED ACHIEVEMENT 
· .. ·· 
::. · .. 
.;·.,.·. In Chapter I, it was noted that for women the working life 
·.·- ·: · 
:·, . cycle is highly related to their family life cycle. We now wish to 
further examine the nature of this interaction process, and in 
· .... ' 
order to accomplish this it is first necessary to look in more 
detail at the three most prominent roles involved in these two 
· · . :! 
cycles; namely, marital, parental, and occupational-educational 
roles. Occupational and educational roles shall be considered 
together since for the most part these are characterized by 
.. •, 
. similar investments, commitments and interpersonal relationships. 
The Objective versus the Subjective Career Lines 
Perhaps the most widely recognized definition of career is 
that offered by Becker (1952:470), following the ideas of Hall, 
who proposed that it refer to "the patterned series of adjustments 
made by the individual to the 'network of institutions, formal 
organization, and informal relationships' in \vhich the work of the 
occupation is performed. This series of adjustments is typically 
considered in terms of movement up or down between positions 
differentiated by their rank in some formal or informal hierarchy 
of prestige, influence, and income." Still in the objective vein, 
Nosow and Form (1962: 2R4) state that ''sociologically the career 
60 . 
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refers to any pattern of occupational change (vertical and/or 
horizontal) of any occupational group." 
.. .. ··--- ·-· . ... - .. . _j- . 
The developmentalists extended the career concept beyond 
the spher•e of work into that of the family. Rodgers (1962: 4-4-), 
following Bates, contends that the longitudinal aspect of a single 
role can be viewed as a role cluster; and the longitudinal aspect 
of the role cluster as the positional career. He then further 
develovs this definition to suggest that if: ''Two positions are 
brought together in a role complex at a single point in time, 
additional positions appear as time progresses, so that ultimately 
the longitudinal expression of role complex is seen in family career." 
In contrast with these objective approaches, the symbolic interac-
tionist definition is subjective in nature. Hughes (1958:63) defines 
the subjective career as: ''The moving perspective in which the person 
sees his life as a whole and interprets the meaning of his various 
attributes, actions, and the things which happen to him." As was 
noted earlier, a similar definition but one which is more workable, 
is that proposed by Stebbins (1970: 4-) who defines the subjective 
career as: "The actor's recognition and interpretation of past and 
future events associated with a particular identity, and especially 
his interpretation of important contingencies as they were or will 
he encountered." In this sense, the subjective career is conceived 
as a predisposition in that it can become reactivated at any time 
to affect one's life goals and plans. 
Why then is the subjective-interactionist type of approach 
more adequate than the objective-developmentalist type of approach 
for an ana lysis of the various career conflicts and contingencies 
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adsing throughout the farnily life and working life cycles? There 
are several reasons for this, but the most obvious is that the objec-
tive-~evelopmental framework does not allow for specificity in 
hanclJ.ing short episodes of interaction such as that involved in a 
contingency or turning point. Rather this objective approach deals 
wi~t long-term, uneven ~ime spans. The stages tend to merge imper-
ceptihly with the result that the apJJroach emphasizes continuity 
rather. than sharp breaks either between or within the stages . 
Interactionism, on the other hand, allows us to study processes 
statically as if time were temporarily frozen thus making possible 
an anCJ] ysis of the conflicts arising throughout the course of a 
career(s), be it occupational, familial, or otherwise. 
The objective career approach is further limited by its 
inability to account for the various predispositions which become 
activated in conflict situations. The subjective definition appears 
to be the rnost appropriate for an explanation of spec ific marriage-
career conflicts or crises, since any career contingency inevitably 
involves some degree of psychological stress, and therefore will 
· · require a more subjective interpretation and re-evaluatio n of the 
situation on the part of the incumbent. In addition, any such 
contingency (even if it only involves one member) will undoubtedly 
hove profound effects on the interactional behavior of all members 
of both the familial and occupational groups. Thus the situation 
must j:Je defined by each member in order to make the necessary 
ad justments in interpersonal relationships. 
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In short then, the subjective approach has two major advantages 
in the study of role conflict. First, it accounts for the predisposi-
tions such as personality needs, attitudes and values which will affect 
one's definition of the situation when there arises an internal 
conflict of roles; and secondly, unlike the objective approach it 
allows us to explain the manner in which the resolution of this conflict 
occurs. It should be stressed that the subjective and objective 
approaches to career are not contradictory; but rather they are 
complementary with the choice of either or both concepts depending 
on the type of analysis under consideration and, as will be demonstrated 
shortly, both are essential for an adequate 3nalysis of current 
marriage-career trends. That is, in order for us to study the 
development of a career, be it marital, parental or occupational, 
we must utilize the objective-developmental approach since it enables 
us to view the changes in role clusters occurring over a period of 
years. When we consider the problem of conflicts occurring throughout 
these careers, however, the subjective approach must be employed since 
it is this approach that permits us to focus in on s pecific role 
conflicts. 
The Family as a Process of Interacting Careers 
Let us first look at the development of the familial career 
since the labor force statistics would tend to suggest that the 
occupational career is highly contingent upon t his. As an individual 
progresses through the stages of t he f amily life cycle, changes in 
r.ole clusters are necessitated by the entrance of new developmental 
tasks, be they physiological, psychological or social in nature . 
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In any discussion of role changes occurring during the course of the 
family life career, however, it must be remembered that the life 
cycle stages are not discrete, rather passage from one to another 
.is often quite obscure. Rodgers (1962: 23) emphasizes that these 
phases are analytical categories only and should not be treated as 
prerletermined periods through which every family must pass. For 
examvle, a couple with no children would automatically be excluded 
from the middle stages t11hich are defined by Duvall (1962) and others 
as child-centered phases. 
Any change in the career of any one family member (in this 
research we are particularly concerned with that of the wife) will 
require a change in the careers of all other members. This goes 
back to a basic assumption of both developmentalism and symbolic 
interactionism that the family operates as a unity of interacting 
persons. In line with this, Farber (1964: 338) conceptualized the 
family as "a set of mutually contingent careers. '' He contended that 
from this framework of the family in terms of interdependent careers, 
the family life cycle could be seen as a development brought about 
through changes in both familial and extrafamilial institutions . 
In short, any marked change in the career of one family member will 
require an adjustment or rearrangement of roles on the part of all 
other members. \ve must bear this in mind when we consider the 
consequences for the husband and children when ·a professional 
woman deviates from the traditional wife-mother role in order to 
give priority to her occupational career. 
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The Determinants of Perceived Role Conflict 
As can be inferred from the above discussions that, while 
the developmental approach has been utilized through this thesis, 
it is essential to draw upon the ideas of interactionism in order 
to make any in depth analysis of the conflicts adsing during the 
major turning points of the life cycles. The author deemed this 
possible because of the advantages outlined above coupled with the 
fact that the developmental. approach has, in fact, derived some of 
its main assumptions from the symbolic interactionist school with 
the result that the distinctions between these two frameworks are 
occasionally quite fine. 
A distinction, however, between role conflict and role strain 
must Le established before it is possible to f urther delineote the 
elements involved in a stressful situation. Komarovsky (19-;u a :7) 
contends that ·• role strain is generally used synonymously with role 
· :.~.- conflict, whereas we shall propose the use of strain as the genus of 
. ;;-·-· 
. -:. ~ . 
which conflict is but one species." She diffet•entiates two modes 
of role strain: conflict, and ambiguity or anomie. This distinction 
is qualified by the condition that ambiguity is a lmost always 
accompanied by a certain degree of conflict. Role conflict then, 
Komarovsky (l9iDa:l'~-l7) defines as existing ''whenever we encounter 
any clash, opposition, or incompatibility between normative or 
socially structured role phenomena" as opposed to ambiguity which 
·•refers to the absence of social definitions of appropriate behavior 
in given relationships and situations.'' Komal'ovsky's concept of 
ambiguity or anomie is similar to what Siegal (l9S7) refers to as 
'cognitive discrepancy! . This type of cor1flict is said to arise 
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when there is a lack of familiarity with the required roles, or when 
there is an incomplete mastery or internalization of the roles by 
either or both of the inrlividuals in the situation. Cognitive 
~iscrepancy is particularly likely to occur in nove l or sudden 
s ituCJtions, such as the immediate postnuptial situation in which 
there is requirecl a learning of net~ roles. Siegal stresses that 
.in such a situation cues are frequently misinterpreted with the 
result that the camp lementarity of expectations which normally 
characterizes a reciprocal role relationship is thereby reduced. 
In the present study, the evidence woulrt appear to suggest 
that while many of the t-Jomen perceived a distinct degree of role 
conflict, be it positive or negative, there was nevertheless a 
large group who antici);Jated a certain ambiguity or cognitive 
<liscre);Jancy rather than overt conflict. Hence, it follows that if 
an individual h as not yet encountered a particular social role(~ 
but is simply predicting or perceiving what it entails, then obviously 
his internalization of that role and its accompanying norms will be 
amorphous, and to a certain extent, incorrect, due to his lack of 
knowledge and experience concerning that role behavior. For the 
current study, the 'undecided' option in the ro l e conflic t scale 
questions was inter);Jreted as representing a lack of sophistication 
and maturation necessary to anticipate to any specific degree exactly 
what anxieties one would experience in such a conflict situation, 
such as that which ~ occlll' for the professional woman at time of 
marriage. For women, this perception of role ambiguity would appear 
to characterize the middle of three stages occurring between early 
aclo J.escence and early adulthood in the development of marriage and 
career role perceptions. 
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If we examine this deve lovment in mope detail it can be seen 
that girls at the junior high school age tend to exhibit a 'pseudo-
career drive' (Natthews, 1960) . By the time these girls reach senior 
high school their vlans for marriage and a career become more realistic 
and, in fact, more characteriatic 0Z types of life styles thnt they 
will probably lead, be it by choice or- otherwise. (In Matthews' 
study there was a large increase between junior and senior high school 
of the plan for mar-riage and no car-eer, that is, from 60.42 per cent 
to 75.53 per cent.) Even at this stage, hm-1ever, the perceptions 
of plans for- marriage and a career tend to be misconstrued and over-
simplified. It will be noted that the junior high girls tended to 
overemphasize the occupational career aspect of their life plans, 
the senior high girls go to the other extreme with their emphasis on 
marriage only, while by early adulthood Matthews found that the 
\~omen perceived in a fairly realistic manner- that they would probably 
retur-n to a 'feminine' type career' following the r'ear'ing of a family . 
The women in the present study tended to fall into one of the latter 
two stages. It is not surpdsing that many of the college girls 
revealed the same misunderstanding of roles as did Matthews' senior 
:, high girls since the ages of both groups largely overlap, in addition 
to which many of the girls in the present sample come from small 
communities in which ther-e is no oppot>tunity to become acquainted 
\-Jith the various life styles fot' which they are pr-evaring themselves. 
For- instance if we look at the answet's to the first question on the 
• 
role conflict scale in Table 9, it can be seen that almost one-half 
of the gir'ls could not yet anticipate whether or not they would 
experience a conflict between their professional and marital roles 
even though all subjects are at this very moment preparing for' a 
professional career. 
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TABLE 9. - Percentage of Women Perceiving Ambiguity 
versus Full Conflict on Cat~gories of 
Role Conflict Scalea 
Category I Options 
Yes ................... . 
Undecided .•............ 
No .•• .• ......•......... 
Category II Options 
Strong Conflict .......• 
Some Conflict ••.•••.... 
Undecided .............. 
Very Little Conflict ... 
No Conflict ............ 
Category III Options 
Yes .................•.. 
Undecided •..•.......... 
No ... ........•..•..• ... 
Other ... . ...••......•.. 
Total 
72 
129 
so 
281 
Total 
3 
59 
43 
122 
54 
281 
Total 
124 
77 
79 
1 
281 
Percentage 
25.6 
45.9 
28.5 
100.0 
Percentage 
1.1 
21.0 
15.3 
43.4 
19. 2 
100.0 
Percentage 
!~t~.l 
27.4 
2R . l 
0. t~ 
100.0 
a See Chapter. II for questions to role conflict categories 
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·Categot:'y IV Options Total Pet:'centage 
Yes ............. 210 74-. 7 
Unrlecided ....••. 28 10.0 
No ...........•.. tn 15 . 3 
281 100.0 
Categot:'y v Options Total Percentage 
Very ImjJO t:'ta n t ••.•.. 161 57.3 
Impot:'tant ........... 101 35.9 
Undecided ........... llf 5.0 
Unimportant •..•..... 5 1.8 
Very Unimportant ..•. 0 0.0 
281 100.0 
The question nOt'' arises as to whether or not those women 
who are high on need Achievement \~ill anticipate a greater degree 
of role conflict than will those who are low on this trait. We 
have already demonstrateu that there is a negative reJ.ationship 
between vicarious achievement and role conflict, and in line with 
this finding it is hyl-lothesized that those females who are high on 
the achievement motive will. perceive more confl.ict than those females 
who are not high on this need. 
llyl-lothesis 3: Those fema l.es \llho are high on need Achievement will 
anticipate a greater degree of conflict between marital and career 
roles than wi 11 those ferna les who are not high on need Achievement. 
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Table 10 shows that ~1is hypothesis was indeed confirmed but 
it should be noted that there is almost no difference between those 
who are low and medium on need Achievement, rather the important 
. differentiation entails the group tvho scored very high on this need. 
So the next question which arose was: I·Vill a woman in a subsidiary 
occupational role perceive less conflict than a woman in the more 
rlemant1ing 'masculine' type job? It would be exvected that a woman 
in a profession such as Medicine, having invested more time, finances 
and effort into her career than has the woman in a profession such 
as Nursing who has been requirerl to invest much less in the preparation 
for her career, will hence perceive a greater conflict between her 
occupa tiona 1 ancl familial roles. It is hypothesi?.erl that those 
women in the subsidiary role occupations will perceive less conflict 
since these professions offer little threat to either the husband's 
or the wife's familial roles anu hence are more compatible tvith them . 
Hypothesis 4: Those females enrolled in the Nursing, Social \~elfare 
and Primary Education professions will anticipate less role conflict 
than will those females enrolled in the Science and High School 
Education professions. 
In Table 1.1, it is demonstrated that, unlike the achievement 
motive, occupational affiliation does not appear to be related to 
role conflict, at least in this sample. Since we know that at 
least one personality variable, i.e. the need for achievement, tends 
to clifferentiate individuals with respect t o the perception of role 
conflict; we 
111
ust first investigate the effects that this trait 
coupled with other related personality variables may play on the 
occupational versus the familial. cat"'eer orientations before drawing 
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any conclusions concerni tl 1 ng le r eterminants of ambiguity and conflict. 
TABLE 10. - Level of Achievement Motivation by 
Perceived Role Confl ict (N=28 2) 
Perceived Role Conflict 
Achievement Motivation 
Level 
High ................. . 
~1edium ..... .. ......... 
Low .... ............... 
Number 
Sl 
159 
72 
F=3.65, df=2, Pc:::::'·0 2 
TARLE 11. - Occupational Affiliation by 
Perceived Role Conflict (N=282) 
tvlea n Sco r'e 
9. 711 
10.66 
10.63 
Perceived Role Conflict 
Occupational Affil.iation 
Numbe.r Mean Score 
Nursing, Social Welfare 
<~ Primarv Euuca tion 207 lO. 49 
Science, Higi, School • •. 
Education & Arts...... 75 1Q.lf.6 
F=O.Ol, df=l, p..:::;::: .91 
The Influence of PePsonality Needs on Career Orientation 
What elements of t he personality str'ucture then, distinguish 
the woman who prefers to adopt a predominantly wife-mother role, or 
' traditional role orientation', fl'Om the woman who prefers to combine 
marriage, in whole or in part, with a J:lrofessional career? Previous 
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stuc1 ies have suggested that cultural values acquired through the home 
and other social mileus exercise a strong influence in such a choice 
' 
but aee there any personality needs which operate to further differen-
tiate these two career types? 
Most research, such as that of Rosenberg (1957) give evidence 
suggesting that the key personality variable affecting occupational 
affiliation is the dimension of 'self-other' orientation. Rosenberg 
contends that most indivirluals can be classified into one of three 
categories along a domination-submission dimension: Compliant, 
aggressive or, detached. The compliant person is concerned with 
warmth, approval, and affective ties with other people, and is 
therefore likely to choose an occupation such as teaching, social 
work, or medicine, in which he can express his people-oriented values. 
The aggressive personality type would be found at the opposite pole 
of the dimension. He is interested in domination, mastery , and 
·· extdnsic rewarci. values. Hence, it follows that the aggressive type 
.. · · 
prefers occupations such as law, business or sales. The detached 
type tends to characterize those in the middle of the scale. This 
indivir1ual prefers to remain emotionally detached from other persons, 
and to be completely independent and free from interference in his 
work. Thus he chooses an occupation in the vein of art, journalism 
or natural science. Rosenberg stresses, however, that such need 
theories of occupational choice do not presume that personality acts 
ns an independent var.iallle causing values and choices, but rather 
- that the selection of a particular occupation anrl its accompanying 
va lues represents an express ion of certain personality needs· 
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The question now is: Does this relationship hold true when 
a control is made for male-female differences? A fut•ther delineation 
of the findings of Rosenberg (1957:50) reveals that women whose 
occupational career orientation is high tend to rank values such as 
desires to 'ear'n a good deal of money', to be 'creative and original', 
and for 'status and prestige' much more highly than do those women 
whose ca t'eer or'ientation is low. These women for' whom a career 
choice is low, however', expt'essed a greater desire to 'work with 
people' an~ to 'be helpful to others'. Similar results were obtained 
by Almquist and Angrist (1970) who demonstrated that there is a 
significant t'elationship between career salience and atypicality1 
of occupational choice. The atypica l gids placed a higher' value 
on the use of specia 1 abilities and the desire for high income but 
scored lower on values r'elated to working with, and assistance to, 
other people . Non-career salience, but not typicality, were related 
to being marr'ied or' attached by senior year'; while both non-career 
salience and typicality were found to be associated with sorority 
membership. It follows that these latter girls would be expected to 
be high on succorance anrl nurturance needs since sororities function 
largely as promoters of heterosexual activities and mate selection. 
On the basis of these results, the present study attempted 
to further investigate the criteria for classifying potential 
vrofessional women on Rosenberg's domination-submission rlimension, 
and fo Hawing this, to examine the infl.uence of personality needs 
l Almquist and Angrist (1970: 2LP0 defined an atypical career 
as : ''Any occupation in which fewer than one-thi~d of the ,\~orkers are 
ti'Omen." Thus, a lmvyer would be considered atyp1cal, whereas a 
social worker would be consirlered typical. 
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1>11 familial and occupational career orientations. 
llyvothesis 5: 'Traditional wife-mother role orientation' is 
IJ•1Sitive1y related to succorance and nur.turance needs, but .inversely 
related to dominance and achievement needs. 
As can be seen in Table 12, the .relationships for achievement, 
succorance and nurtu.rance needs were all confirmed in the predicted 
directions, while that for rlominance was insignificant. This lack 
nf association for dominance may be due to a cultural factor which 
1vas evirlent for this particular.• trait. Edwards converted his scores 
obtained on a representative sample of college women in the U.S.A. 
to standard scores such that each mean score equals 50. In the current 
sample, however, the mean score for dominance was found to only 26.7 
(see Taule l3c), whereas the means for the other traits all. centet'ed 
nrounrl 10 centiles above or belnw 50 (see Tables l3a, b, d). In 
addition, there appears to be a cultural element influencing the 
high values vlaced on tl1e wife-mother roles since, as wil.l be noted 
in these same tables, the means for succorance and nurturance are 
~-l.S <Jncl q.lJ. centiles respectively above those for the normative sample. 
TABLE 12. - Correlations Between Traditional Role 
Orientation and Personnlity Scores (N=282) 
Personality Needs 
Need Achievement .... . 
Need Succorance ..... . 
Need Dominance •...... 
Need Nur.tura nee ..... . 
'Traditional Role 
Orientation' 
-.151 
.11 3 
-. Ql~lJ. 
.lOS 
Statistical 
Significance 
p..:::::- .Ol 
P.o:::::::- .05 
P...::::::- • 4-6 
p.::::: • 0 7 
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A closer examination of Table 13 reveals that personality 
needs would also appeat' to exert an influence on occupational career 
orientation. It can be seen that within the Nursing, Social Welfare 
and Primary Education professions a high percentage of the members 
obtained high scores on succorance and nurturance needs, equivalent 
to the submission end of Rosenberg's dimension, and lm~ scores on 
nominance; whiie only a small percentage of these women obtained 
either low scores on succorance and nurturance needs or a high score 
on the need for domina nee. These results are congruent with those of 
Rosenberg who contenclecl that individuals tend to affiliate with an 
occuiJation in whicl1 they can express their predominant J:lersonality 
needs. Nursing, Social Welfare, and Primary Education are all 
'veople-oriented' occupations which are compatible with the familial 
orientation, hence we find that both are associated with the same 
personality variables. Within the Science, High School Education 
and Arts professions, the women scored higher than would be expected 
on succorance and nurturance, but it will be noted that the differ-
ences between percentages of high and low scores is not nearly as 
J:lronounced as they were for the subsidiary professions. Need 
Achievement does not appear to be a differentiating factor with 
respect to occupational affiliation, but it is believed that had 
a projective measurement technique been used rather than the Edwards 
Personal Preference Schedule, more significant differences would 
have been observed.for this particular need. 
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TABLE 13 (a-d) - Cross-Tabulations of Occupational 
Affiliation and Persona l ity Scores 
(Percentages by Total) 
l3a. - Occupational Affiliation by need Ach i evement 
Occupationa 1 Affiliation Level of Need Achievement 
High ~1edium Low 
A r.ts ................. . .... n.7 0.4 1.4-
Nursing ...•.•...•.... . .•.• 3.5 10.3 5.3 
Social Welfare ..•.... . . . .• 3.2 8.9 'L6 
Science .........•...•..... '~. 6 5.7 2. 8 
Primary Education ..•..••.• 5.0 24.5 8. 2 
High Schoo 1 Ectuca t ion .• . .. 1.1 6.7 3. 2 
-- -- --
18.1 56. Lf 25 . 5 
2. 5 
19. 1 
16. 7 
13. 1 
37 . 6 
11. 0 
--
100. 0 
Mean Achievement Score = 46 .8 2 
l3b. - Oc 2upational Affiliation by need Succorance 
Level of Need Succorance 
OccuJJa tiona 1 Affiliation 
High Medium Low 
Arts .. . ......•....•....... 0.7 0.7 l.l 2. 5 
Nursing •... • .......•....• · «J.G 7. 8 1. 8 19. 1 
Social Welfare .........•.. 7.8 7.1 1.8 16. 7 
s . 3.9 6. 7 2.5 13. 1 c1ence .........•......... 16.7 5 .3 37 .6 Primary Education ....•.... 15.6 
ll.igh Schoo 1 Education ..... 2. 8 6. 0 2.1 l l.O 
- - -
-
40.4 45 . 0 14.5 100 . 0 
Mean Succor a nce Score = 58 . 51 
/ 
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l3c. - Occuvational Affiliation lly need Dominance 
Level of Need Dominance 
Occupational Affiliation 
High Medium Low 
1\rts ....... .• .............. 0.0 0 .'+ 2.1 2.5 
N . 0 . 4 9. 3 9.6 19.2 Ut'Slng .......•..........•. 
Social We lfa t'e ............. 1.8 6.4 8.5 16.7 
Science .•.•...••.•....•.... 1.1 5.3 6.4 12.8 
Primary Education •........• 2.8 7.5 27 .'+ 37.7 
High School Education ...•.. () .L~ 5.0 5.7 ll.D 
6.4 33.8 59 . 8 100.0 
Mean Dominance Score = 26 . 77 
13cl. - Occupationa 1 Affiliation by need Dominance 
Occupational Affiliation 
Arts ... .. •......•..... .. . .. 
Nut'sing .• ..... •...•. .. ..... 
Social Welfare ..•.......... 
Science .•.•..... ....... . · · • 
Primary Education .. .. . ... . . 
High Schoo 1 EO.ucation . .. . . . 
Level of Need Nurturance 
High 
J..l[ 
6.7 
6.7 
2.8 
13 . 5 
2. 8 
34.0 
Medium 
l.l 
9 .9 
7. 8 
G. t~ 
18.8 
6 . 7 
so. 7 
Low 
0.0 
2. 5 
2.1 
3. 9 
5. 3 
l.q 
2.5 
19.1 
16.7 
13 .l 
37 .6 
ll.O 
15.2 100 . 0 
Mean Nurtupance Score= 59 .li-3 
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We conclude ~1at personality needs do exert a significant 
influence on familial and occupational careers, but only in conjunc-
a an soc1o-economic variables. tion with other cultural, IJSycholorrl·cal d · 
These t'esults are analacrous to tl1osc of S d n J a , uper an ac ll'ach, as para-
phraserl in Crites (1969), \vho contend that vocational development is 
a speciFic element of the general development process, ana which both 
influences and is modified by emotional, intellectual and social 
deve lopment. 
A Reconsideration of the Subjective Career Concept 
Up until now the subjective career apl_Jroach has been utilized 
solely for purposes of describing the incUvidual's llet'sonal interpre-
tatio11 of his llrogress through a sequence of institutionalized 
hehaviors such as those comprising the familial, educat ional, 
occupational and political career lines. It will now be proposed 
that this conceJ:.lt is equally valuable in an analysis of the process 
through which the pel'ception of role conflict develops. In Figure 1'~, 
it can be seen that such a process can be conceptualized as a subjective 
career which is determined in each stage by the individual's interpre-
tation of the interrelationships, or interactional effeclli, occurring 
between what is, :in fact, two other subjective careers- in this case 
the familial and occupational careers. It must be emphasized that 
the morlel J:.lt'Oposed in the fa l1ow.ing parageaphs is deemed by the author 
to be simply of heuristic value at the moment, since there is still 
no substantive data to support it. Also we mtist stress that the 
stages of development inferred from the present sample are purely 
arbitrary and that minor variations would be expected in different 
;· 
FIGURE ll~. - The Developmental Sequence of Per'ceived Role Conflict 
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cultur-al settings depending on the cor!'esponding ages, educational 
levels and maturation rates of the subjects under study. 
At each of these stages then, we are conce!'ned with the 
indivirtual's perception of the interaction of two subjective careers, 
in this case marital and p!'ofessional, although the sequence would 
be equally valid for any two careers. Changes between stages are 
very gpaclual such that .it is difficult to state just exactly where 
one phase ends and the next begins. This developmental process calls 
for a continual defining and redefinding of the situation \>Jith both 
objective and subjective elements operating to influence the perception 
of role conflict at any one particular stage. Viewed as a subjective 
career then, one's past perceptions of, or predisposition toward, role 
conflict become reactivated at each turning point to affect the new 
nefinitions being made. Important subjective factors in each defini-
tion of the situation are predispositions, especially the need for 
achievement in this case; and cultural values including the emphasis 
placed on childbearing, contribution to society through participation 
in the labor force, and so forth. Perhaps the most crucial objective 
factor is the influence and pressure · exerted by significant other (s) . 
For example, in the junior and seniol' high school years one's peer 
e in the formation of group probably exercises the most pressur 
attiturles, wher:'eas in college one's professors often become influential, 
and then in the early adulthood years the employer and steady dating 
partner. play a part in the decision-making. 
] t of role conflict In order to analyse the sequential deve .. opmen 
11erception it is necessary to revert to the stage of neutral ity in 
] r imagi ned, that ther e 
which there is no knowledge, either rea · o 
·····-------.!..· - ····-
/ 
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exists any ctivergence of norms between the h~o careers for \~hich one 
is preparing. This stage woul.ct appear to cort•espond roughly to t he 
juniol' ancl senior high school years of development. A growing awat•eness 
of the presence of contrarlictory expectations becomes apparent i n t he 
ambiguity phase. It is contended that this ambiguity results largely 
ft•om a lack of sophistication with, ancl knm>Jledge of, what behaviors 
the t1vo careet•s involve. \ve believe that this stage occurs roughly 
cturing the first one or two years of professional training 1~hich 
usually take place in the early years of college. As a student 
progresses throu~1 college there is an increasing awareness of conflict, 
ann 1~e refer to this phase as one of 'incipient conflict'. At this 
pojnt there becomes apparent the first signs of either positive or 
negative valence. The vrogression into a full conflic t awareness may 
occut' either in the late college yeat•s , or in the early adulthood 
~·r.ars nepending on the proximity t o the actual enactment of either 
a choice or a compromise between the h~o careers. Aga i n, the time 
at which th is occut-s is contingent upon the cultural nor ms t~egaPding 
age i'lt mar riage and desire:1 level of education. It is, of coupse, 
quite vossiLle For an in~ivictual to halt his deve lopment after any 
one stage, particularly tha t of ambiguity ; oP indeed , it is also 
poss i ble to skiv over the ambiguity s t age in d .tlter a fot•ward or 
1Jack1va rcl tl ir.·ect:i.o n . 
Unfnt•tunatel y this sch ema is s til l onl y hypothetical since 
• 1 • study was clesignerl not t o 
t he m l e conflict scale emp loyerl Ul tns -
l>ut t'a t lteP t he degree of 
rneasure the !'l.eve l opment of t~o l e conflict 
t I t i s believed , Va l-ellce . . 1 par··t _i_cul f.lt' tnomen· . pe rce1ven nt on y one 
1 lJotentia l for. the f uture neve r t heless, tha t th is mode l clo es tave 
ref-tne11 \e nt of 1~o l. e conflict t heor:i.es . 
i. . / 
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rlari tal Success as Pet'ceived by College Women 
!\s \vas just demonstraterl, very few of the women in this 
samJ:lle actually pet'ceive!l a conflict of a positive form, but instead 
the majot'ity anticipated either' little Ot' no conflict, or on the 
other' han<l, anticipated a role ambiguity which in terms of valence 
can he viewerl. as a rnilcl form of conflict. A closer look at the 
i.mlivi"'ual items on the t'ole conflict scale shows that these low 
conflict scores at'e particularly evident on the items involving a 
conflict hetween marital and career ro l.es, whereas the scores aee 
slightly higher on the items involving 01 conflict between parental 
ani occuvational career' roles (see Table 9). If marital t'oles 
e1ssume such a high pt'iority fat' these \vomen that they perceive 
relatively little overt conflict at time of marriage, what then 
at'e the factors tl ~ at they perceive as beneficial to marital success 
a nr1 what are the it' at t iturl es toward the adjustment of women who do 
choose to combine a full-time professional role with those of 
marriage and a family? 
The concept of perceived marital success is still very 
amorphous and unrefined; first, most research to elate has centered 
around predictive variables of marital success rather than the 
:;.i.ngle indiv:i.dua 1' s perception or interpretation as to what consti-
tutes a happy marriage; and secondly, any measure of marital 
success, be it with either single or married persons, can at best 
he only a perceiverl attitude which will more than likely change 
sometime in the :future. Such measures among a rlol.escents and young 
1 t tl al low us to study from adults, however, are invaluable in t1a · 1ey 
. :···. / 
~·· · ····-- . .. .. ~ --- ··-~--·· · ~ · ··· ·· · · ·-
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on~ stage to the next the development of attitu~es and values leading 
eventually to the madtal anrl occupational choices which \vill shape 
an~ direct their life styles. 
We no ted above that the maturationa 1 process, for which the 
major ~evelopmental task is that of decision-making with regards to 
the rlesirer1 combination of familial and career roles, is characterized 
by three stages: Early ar'lo lescence (junior ant1 senior high school 
ages), late adolescence (ft•eshman through to approximately junior 
co] lege year), and early adulthood (generally includes senior college 
girls plus those who have graduated and are now working, be they 
single or engaged). For the present sample, the concern is only 
with the social an'l emotional development of women in the second and 
t'nirr1 stages, but as tvas llemonstratecl in Figure H, these stages 
are in no way fixed but rather they are arbitrary to the point that 
it is quite possible for an individual to either skip over a parti-
cular stage in a forward OL' backward direction, or in fact, to stop 
permanently at the mic1c1le stage. 
One major reason why many of the subjects diil not anticipate 
a full degree of conflict between their professional and marital 
roles at time of marriage is that they perceived the most successful 
marriages to be those in which the husband fulfills the traditional 
role of provider while the wife fulfills the traditional roles of 
housewife ancl chilclr.earer (see Table 15). There are two answers 
in particular, howevet', which suggest that egalitarian value;may be 
h trar]].·t 1'onal roles which have characterized starting to replace t e 
Newfounr1lanrl society for so many centuries (see #2 in ques tion 41 • 
' # 3 2) f\l111ost al.l. of the subJ'ects were reared in anr, I. in question . 
/ 
,·, 
TADLE lS. - PePceived Marital Success (PePcentage Distributio~ 
Item Percentage 
#25 . 1\Thich of the following do you feel is the most harmful to the 
husband-wife marital relationship? --
l: Wife woPks full-time and earns more than husband ..... 61.8 
2: ~'life \.JOPks full-tim(! and husband helps with 
housewor'k ..........................•...•............. 10. 7 
3: Wife and husband compete in same profession .... . ..... 20 . ~ 
4-: None of the above are harmful ........................ 6. 8 
! I I r .. .. .. I .. t f I 
j' 
/ 
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rural type tm.,ns or communities (1.00, 000 or less) in which female . 
dominance is sanctionetl, so that it is only upon their entrance into 
the univer'sity environment \.,ithin the llast couple of years that they 
have been exposed to egalitarian attitudes, hence this mixture of 
egalitarian and traditional role values lies in the fact that almost 
three-quarter'S of the mothers of these women were f ull-time housewives 
. ' 
so here again we see the influence of role models within the 
familial structure in determining preferred role identities. 
Since these women then, tend to perce i ve the chances of marital 
success as increasing in the prese nce of traditional role values, it 
woul<l be expected that these women would t herefore choose a subsidiary 
t'ole profession which will offer little or no threat to either their 
own wife-mother roles or their husband's professional ro l e. 
Hypothesis 6: Those females enrolled in the Nursing, Social Welfa re 
and Primary Er1ucation Professions will be higher on 'traditiona l wife-
mother role orientation' than will those females enrolled in the 
Science and High Schoo 1 Education professions. 
As is demonstrated in Table 16 this hypo thesis was confirmed 
:. ···.-·-·-;- ·: ··- -··-···· .. --- . 
at a highly significant level, and if present results can be said 
to i ndicate in any manner the future marital success of t hese subjects, 
we can predict that they wil.l be personally and socially well adjusted, 
for as Mulvey (1961: 137) and others have shO\.,n: ''Mar ita l status 
appears to be the career 'carr i er'. It is the center of the common 
core of factors i nteracting with career patterns. " 
/ 
.·• 
\ 
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TABLE 16. - Occupational Affiliation as a 
Differentiating Factor in Traditional 
Role Orientation (N=282) 
'Traditional Role Orientation' 
Occupational Aff ilia t io 11 
Total ~1ean Score 
Nursing , Social Welfare 
,'\, Pri111ary Education ...... . . . . 207 l3. 65 
Science, High Schoo 1 
Ecluca t ion & Arts .•......... .. 75 15.54-
F=l9.47, rlf=l, p~.00001 
,_ . 
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CHAPTER V 
LIFE STYLES AfviONG COLLEGE EDUCATED WONEN 
Professional versus Nonprofessional Life Styles 
In Chapter IV the concern was with the internal or per sonal 
conflict of roles as perceived by aspiring professional women. 
Attention must now be turned to the problem of interpersonal conf l ict 
arising between the roles of husband and wife in such marriages; and 
further, to consiner the accommodations which these individuals are 
preparecl to make in order to rerluce the possibility of this conflict 
reaching crisis proportions. 
From an examination of the life styles of professional I>Jomen 
as repo rtefl in studies such as those of Hub back, 195 7; Gin zberg, 1966; 
Ginzberg and Yohalme, 1966; anrl Cuber and Haroff, 1966; it is easy 
to rliscern that the possibile combinations of the wife, mother, and 
professional roles are very diversified and flexible as opposed to 
the life styles of tr>aclitionally r>ole odented women which tend to 
be homogeneous and fixed. Let us return to Bate's conceptualization 
of role and position in or>der> to further delineate these differ>ences. 
It will be remembered that Bates (1956: 31~ differentiated a dominant 
role, or "a role which determines the structure of that part of the 
position in which it is found due to the relative inflexibility of 
II j • j 
the norms which compose it'' from a E_ecessive r>ol.e, or one wuc 
1 
becomes changed or acljuste<l in relation to a dominant role.' ' 
Dominant 
87. 
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roles teiHl to be those for which the norms are ascribed, and therefore 
relatively rigitl, such as the sex roles. For those women who are 
highly oriented toward the traditional wife-mother roles then the 
' 
soci;ll_ position is clearly def:ined. That is, the norms for each of 
the dominant roles are ascribed rClther than achieved, and consequently, 
they are usually compatible with all other roles comprising the position. 
\vhat hap!Jens to the structure of the position, however, if the wife has 
chosen to make her occupational role the dominant one, with the wife 
oncl ' or mother roles becoming recessive? Two major problems arise in 
such a case. First, the 0ccupational role is an achieved one, and as 
\vas noted earlier, the norms eegarding the female work role are still 
ambiguous and poorly defined even though women now constitute approxi-
mately 35 per cent of the total labor force (U.S. Department of Labor, 
1965). But even more crucial is the fact that her dominant role, 
i.e. that of employee, is reciprocated not by her spouse, or even by 
a member of her nuclear family, as are the majority of her recessive 
or subordinate roles. Further, this dominant professional role often 
requires her to spend long hours of time with an employer who is 
frequently another male, leaving the path \>Jide open for (l) the possi-
hil.ity of interpersonal conflict and, (2) the possibility of innumerable 
types of accommodations to prevent conflict, since the work roles are 
The 
so vague as to make almost any behavior pass as being legitimate. 
possibility of such conflict occurring within the positions of women 
for whom the wife ancl mothet' roles are dominant is highly unlikely 
· 1 in arldition to 
since the norms for. these ro 1 es ar.e well recogn~zec ' 
Worl< llet' emnl.oyer occupies at most only wh:i.ch, even if the wif e does r 
jJosl.· ·t 1·ons in which t he wife-Hence, the one of many recessive roles. 
/ 
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mother rol.es are dominant tentl to be standardized and stable; whereas 
the positions in \~hich the professional role is dominant tend to vary 
witlely ft'om one indiviclual anrl situation to the next. 
If a career oriented woman finds that the norms pertaining to 
her occupational anrl wife-mother' roles conflict, the occupant says 
Dates, will attempt to recluce this tension by redefining, either by a 
mental and ... or physical segregation of, the role behaviors. The numerous 
combinations of marriage anLl cat'eer chosen by professional women \~auld 
tenrl to suggest that there is no simple b1ack-ancl-white solution to 
the 1:1rolllem. The v<~riable most likely to cause conflict between these 
two roles may well he the simple investment of time that is demanded 
in both. r1ost professional cat'eers aee not nine-to-five jobs, but 
ra~1er ~1ey requit'e the inclividua] to work unt il the job is competently 
completed, such that the teacher must correct papers in the evening, 
the nut'se must \vorl< ove::'time with an emet•gency case, or the social 
wot'ket' must frequently spend an evening preparing reports or helping 
a rlestitute family. But as ~lcCall aml Simmons (l9GG) emphasize, any 
interpet•sonal relationshi]:l such as thi.lt between a wife and husbaml, 
or mother anrl child , requires the investment of tine if the relationship 
is to be maintained without the element of co~nibnent degenerating. 
Let us consider first the various mollifications which are made 
in the educational and occupational roles since these compL'om.ises are 
more frequently mane than m•e those in the familial. rol es . 
Ginzberg 
(1 n66) · of· co l.l.ege ecluca ted t~omen who choose · ~ reports auto bjogra~:>lnes 
·the attainment of a doctorate 
to quit gradua te schoo 1 just prior to 
to enhance their chances of marriage . 
Still ot hers acla1:1ted to the 
1
• n the occu~;ationa 1 hierarchy 
prohlem by accept:i.ng a position lm~e r ' 
· - J " 
/ ; __ 
'· 
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thnn t:ha t for' which they \1'er'e qua li.fierl in order to devote mo ce time 
to !·heir' fCJmil.ies. For' example, some took positions in nur'sing 
t'i.1thet' than i.n medicine, or in High School teaching rather than 
college teaching. ~!any Nomen, <noJat•e of the fact tltat a postgraduate 
degree plus a masculine career such as law or me~icine would greatly 
1 im1t their' fieltl of el igilll es fot• mal:'riage, settle for a subsidiary 
role occupation which wi.ll offet' no threat Ol' competition to the 
career of a potential spouse. The most common accommotiations would 
still appear to he either' the at1option of part-time employment through-
out the ear'ly chilcl-r'earing yeat's, or a comJ:llete resignation of one's 
job \'lith a planner] re-entry into the labor for'ce after the children 
have begun schoo 1. With a few rare exceptions then, it would seem 
that even for the highly career oriented \~oman the professional 
career' is contingent upon the familia 1 career. 
\IJe shall now study in more detail two types of familial 
a<laptations which aPe employetl either to prevent Or' to reduce a 
conflict of occupational ant1 career roles. The first involves the 
nelayed timing of marriage anrl the birth of children. The second is 
more ohscure since it involves the less obvious ways in which one can 
a 
·1 f · b 1 t• a mate \dhose IJlans fo~ a career and marriage VO le con l1ct y se ec 1ng • 
_, · ff h as to be con11;at1·ble with those of a career are ttl el:'ent in sue a way 
· h 1 •t r1eeds ar'e ~ifferent in kind or or1ente~ woman, or' w ose pe rsona . 1 Y 
· · f l Sl!Cl1 t ha t it is unlikely that any 
1n 111tensity from those o:: t 1e woman 
f Ill S11or
·t, we nJust c'lefine the possible fielrl of 
con lict will a~ise. 
el.igibles for women who ar'e high on nee:l Achievement and/ or occupational 
capeep orientation. 
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f\ Suborr.linate Parental Role for Professional Women 
The factors of age at marriage and size of family must be 
examined together when consi1lering their influence on the life cycles 
of iJrofessional \~omen, due to the fact that any delay or postponement 
nf marriage ten~s to act as a form of family planning. As was shown 
in ChaiJter I, considerable research has O.emonstrated that highly 
eclucatetl \~o.men tenrl to marry at a later age than tlormal, in addition 
to wh:i.ch they tenrl to bear fewer children. In line with these results 
the author hypothesizerl that the same tennency would holt! true for 
women Nho are high on achievement motivation. · 
Hypothesis 7: Those females with a high need for achievement will 
prefer to defer marriage after college graduation to a greater extent 
than will those females who are not high on need for achievement. 
Hypothesis 8: Those females with a high need for achievement will 
pt'efer a smaller familial composition in oriler that they may better 
direct their efforts to the attainment of their full educational and 
occupational potential. 
Tables 17 and 18 show that neither of these hyvotheses were 
confirmed, however, these results must be interpreted carefully, 
taking into account the cultural factors operating to counteract 
such tr.enrls. For example, the dominance norms for these subjects 
h Amer]·.can '·'omen on whom these marriage ar.e wel.l below those for t e w 
Secondly, many of 
and childbearing trends have been establishen. 
. f small communities 
these women have come into the Univers1ty rom 
1 ·1 tl e1"r fathet'S 
. ·f.ul.l.-tJ .. IJle l1ous ewives wn e , ._ 
111 which their mothers \vere 
Cal,not be logically be expected that assumed the dominant role, so it 
_,. 
/ 
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TABLE 17. -Level of Achievement Motivatfon by 
Preferred Time of Marriage after 
College Gr~duation (N=282) 
Achievement Notivation Level Number -------------------------------1---------------------------M-e~an_Y_e_ars 
High 
Hedium 
Low 
51 
159 
72 
F=0.28, df=2, p ~. 75 
TABLE 18. - Level of Achievement Motivation by 
Preferred Family Size (N=282) 
3.64 
3.50 
3.45 
Achievement Motivation Level Total Mean Number of Children 
High 
Medium 
Low 
51 
159 
72 
F=l.OS, df=2, p ~ .35 
3.17 
3.06 
2.97 
within a few years at college these identification models will be super-
tmposed by urban American values. An examination of the relationship 
of achievement motivation to preferences for job re-entry after the 
birth of children, however, reveals that high Achievers do not differ 
from those who are not high when the job conditions are considered, 
however, a smaller percentage of these high Achievers indicated a 
preference not to return to work (see Table 19). 
I i 
I 
\ , 
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Tfi.BLE 19. - Ct'oss-Tabulation of Need Achievement by 
P~efe~ences fo~ Job Re-Entry 
Level of Achievement 
l"btivation 
P~efe~ences fo~ 
Job Re-Entry 
High 
Only if Original Salary and 
Priviledges a~e Maintained .... 5.8 
lvith Origina 1 Sala~y, but 
Loss of Priviledges ...•....... 0.4 
Untler any ConcH tions Offered.. 1. 8 
\vould not Prefe~ to Return to 
\vork.......................... 8. 5 
\vould not Return to \Vork until 
Children Grown................ 0.4 
Do not Plan to have any 
Children...................... 0.0 
Medium 
21.7 
2.1 
2.5 
28.1 
l.S 
Low 
8.2 
0.4 
1.4 
11.7 
0.0 
l7 .8 56.6 25.6 
36.7 
2.8 
5.7 
51.6 
2.8 
0.4-
100.0 
Almost three-quarters of these women cl ic'l demonstrate a prefer-
ence to practice family planning temporarily in order to devote more 
t.ime to their occupational anrl/or educational careers. In audition, 
almost GO per cent of the subjects indicated an agreement with the 
inea of a 2-3 month pregnancy leave for women (i.e. no pay, but all 
other priviledges mainta inerl) . These trends are demonstrated in 
Tabl.es 20 and 21. Here again is evident the same mixture of 
traflitional and egalitarian attitudes ~~hich was apparent in our 
consiclera tion of perceived marital success. It is believed that 
this trenrl can be attributed at least partially to the fact that 
these women were reared in the pPesence of tt'aditional t'Ole models, 
! . / 
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Ti\ULE 20. - Per~entage of Women Expressing 
Positive Attltudes to Pt'egnancy Leave 
Attitu:le towa rrl Pregnancy Leave Tota 1 
Strongly Agree.................. 50 
Agree........................... 118 
Un(lec.icled... .. .. .. . . . . ...... .. .. 81.!-
Disagree. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Strongly Disagree............... 2 
281 
TABLE 21. - Percentage of Women Preferring to 
Practice Family Planning (N=280) 
Preference for Family Planning Total 
\voulcl not practice family p l.anning at all... . 38 
ivoulcl limit family size temporadly....... ... 207 
\vould limit fr~mily size permanently.......... lO 
\voulc'l like to practice family pI anning, 
but religion waul~ prohibit this.......... 22 
\1/ould limit family size for reasons other 
than education and career ................ · 3 
Percentage 
17.8 
1}2.0 
29 . g 
9. G 
0.7 
100 . 0 
Percentage 
13. G 
73.9 
3.6 
7. 9 
l.l 
280 100.0 
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but now for the first time are be1'ng exposecl t l' o ega 1tarian values 
at the university w.ith the result that their value systems are 
largely in a state of flux. 
Since professional careers require a greater absence of the 
mothers from the children than do nonprofessional careers, should 
not the children of professional mothers be more maladjusted than 
chi.lo:lt•en of mothers employed in skilled or semi-skilled jobs? Nye 
anrl Hoffman (1963) report evidence to suggest that the distinguishing 
factor in the adjustment of children i s the mother's enjoyment of 
her work, although these results are not yet conclusive. They claim 
that in orrler to better understand the effects of maternal employment 
on chi l rl arljustment, we must first differentiate the working mothers 
a long so111e theoretica 1 cl imension. It is conten~ler1 then by this 
author that o11e such dimension should be the natm•e or type of the 
occupation involve.1. In short, we predict that in spite of greater 
occupational commitments, the professional woman will de r i ve just as 
!lluch or more enjoyment from her work than will the nontJrofessional 
because of the fact tl1a t she has of her own accord chosen to make 
these same commitments and investments of het' time and ability . 
\'lith this in mind , it is to be expected that children of 
profess ional mothers will be foun~ to be equally wel l adjusted as 
chilclPen of nonprofessional t~orking mothers even though their 
The 
approaches to child-rea L'ing will probably be quite diffet'ent · 
author l1as been able to find only o ne study to date on !;Jt'ofessional 
th Tl,l· s study , conductec1 by versus nonprofessional women as mo · ers . 
vo n ~1edng (1955) inr1icated just such a treml . That is, the 
profes siona l ly activ e mothers stress dis cipline ancl i ndependence 
\ . 
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" who are full-time training in their :natet•nal ro 1 e, ~~hile those '·'omen 
ltOUSe\l'lVeS emphasize the jJrOtective and em1Jathet1'C aspects of the 
t'O le. ul erent, the motives Although the mode of chilcl-Pear1'ng 1·s .:!'ff 
1n ent1on to promote of both types of mothet'S stem fponl a sl.llll'lar · t · 
the chil<l's well-being, and therefore in the long run both should 
achieve si•nilar results. Von ~1ering (1955:32) concluded: 
The e111phasis of the professional mothers' child-
t:aining.is on equipping the child to copy effec-
tlVely WJ th the rules and techniques of his culture. 
The accent of the non-professional mothers is to 
ensure the chilcl's e111otional security. Both 
orientations, within definable limits, involve care 
and concern for the chilrl and have functional value 
for his development. 
Tl1e Fielr'l of Eligibles for High Need Achievers 
It was noten earlier that the achievement motive is a rare 
vhenomenon even in males, so that if we refer to a high rEed 
Achieving woman we are consiclering not only a woman who is high 
within the college environment for whom these norms were established 
but also of a \~oman who is therefore extremely atypical within the 
general population. Hence, when we speak in terms of the general 
population all of these college girls are, in fact, l1igh need 
Achieverso Just how limited then, is the field of eligibles for 
such a woman? In ortler to determine this, let us consider R. F. Winch's 
theory of mate selection in which he contends that the love which 
un~ePlies mate selection can be stated in the heterogamous term of 
complementary neeils. His basic assumption is that every human being 
has neens, and therefore, within the field of eligibles will seek 
We are 
that incHvidual who will provide maximum need-gratification. 
attracte~ to individuals with comvlementary, not s imilar need patterns 
/ 
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since by COill[Jle111enting one's rree-'~s ·tl1e t 1 lt • par ·ner a so provides pleasure. 
People choose spouses t~ho are different; not randomly different, but 
rather cHfferent i.n a t~ay cletermined by the nature of their own needs. 
Utilizing H. A. Murray's need classification, a definition of compte-
menta d .ty was Fo rmuln terl hy \<linch et a l. (El5'l: 21.J.3) : "When two 
pei'Sons, A <wcl 13, are interacting, we consider tl1e resulting gratifi-
cnti.ons of both to be complementary if one of the following conditions 
. n e or nee so · are ul . erent 1n k1nd from is sa tisfiec]: (1) Tl1e e d d f A -'~ "ff · · 
.the neerl or needs heing grntifiecl in B; Or' (;>) the need or needs in 
,\ which are being gra tifiecl are very different in intensity from the 
same needs in B which ar'e also heing gratified." 
If these women who are high on achievement motivation wish to 
mat'ry men who are higher on achievement and its related dom:l.nance.need 
(i.e. neecls tvhich are different in intensity) , then unfortunately the 
type of spouses are seldom available within their present field of 
elig:i.bl.es. An examin<~t:i.on of the normative scores in Table 22 will 
reveal that while the achievement and dominance need scores are low for 
the females, the male scores are even latver for the achievement need 
and only slightly higher for the dominance need (on need Achievement, 
25.6 per cent of the femal.es scored under the twentieth percentile 
but 30 .3 per. cent of the males d:i.d also; on need Dominance, 50.3 per 
cent of the females scored under the twentieth percentile while 41.2 
er t f th l d
"l }so) Ot1l'' a very small percentage of males 
ll . . cen o· e ma es u a . . .1 
obtained higher scores on need Achievement than O:i.cl females, while 
approx.imatel.y equal percentages of males antl females obtained high 
S d D 
· l·lence , 1•t can he seen that it would only be 
.cores on nee om1nance. 
'l 1 110rln, i10t 'vl't1ch's heterogamy norm, to operate 
l:JOSSl 1le for the 10mogamy ~ 
. f '''Dillen l't1 this samr1 le group who are 
1n the mate selection patterns o.: • 
hi.gh on achievement and clomina nce needs· 
./ 
/ 
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If, on the other hand, these higl1 need Achievers wish to 
marry men whose needs are different in kind, that is, men who are 
high on succorance ann nul:'turance needs at the opposite pole of the 
rlom.ina tion-submission dimension, then there nppears to be an availa-
bility of these potential mates. It will be noted in this same 
table th<'lt while the scores for achievement ancl dominance needs are 
below those of Edward's normative sample, the succorance and nurturance 
neecl scot'es are above those of the odginal sample. Cultural factors 
influencing these high succorance ancl nurturance scores are similar; 
that is, Newfoundland is characterized by a local type atmosphere 
\~ith emphasis on large familial groups and intimate social settings 
in which one is expected to c.lepend heavily on interpersonal exchanges 
ancl gratifications. Thus if type I :fur111 of complementarity operates 
as Winch pas tul atecl, the females have a more favorable field of 
potential mates; whereas i:F type II for1n operates then the males 
have a more favoraule chance of mat'rying the preferre<l mate . 
The field of eligibles for high need achieving professional 
women is fut'ther restricted because of their' high educational and 
intelligence levels. In mate selection, educatiOi1 and i ntelligence 
variables tend to be homogamous. That is, women tend to mart'Y men 
\~ho at'e similar to themselves on these vadables. If they do deviate 
from thjs pattern, then they tellll to lllarry men who are higher', not 
lm~e P, than themselves on these cllnraetedst:i.cs. The prefepences 
·) t tl'ose of other women in 
of won1en in tllis sample at'e sinn .ar ·o ' 
(se,e TablP 23), however, their Noeth An1eri.can society in this respect -
'Jl ot be f ulf illei lJI~efere nces arc~ vet'y um~ea listie and in many cases \H · · 11 · · - • 
fot' exan1ple, 30.2 p et' cent s tate:l a vrr.fe re11Ce to eat'll a ~laster's' 
/ 
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T1\TILE 22 (a- rl) . - Not'mative Distribution of Pet'sonal i t y 
Variables for l'lales an<1 Females (by Percentile 
Tab I.e 2 2a . - Neer1 Achievement 
Need Achievemen t Percentage Dis t ributio n 
Sco re Intervals 
0-9 ..... .. . . ... . 
10-l.C) ... . ... . . . . . . 
20 - 29 .. . . . ... .. .. . 
30 - 39 .. . .... ..... . 
'-1·0 - '~9 .. . . .. . .. . . . . 
SO- 59 .•... . .. . ..•• 
GO- 69 • •• • •• • •• • •• • 
70-79 .. . . . . . ... . . . 
80-89 .. ...... . . . . . 
90-99 . • .. •.... • •.. 
TaLle 22b . - NeeJ Domi nance 
Ne ed Domi na nee 
Sco r e I ntervals 
0-9 • .••....... . . 
10-19 .. . . . .... . . . 
20- 29 •.• . ..• . .•.. 
30-39 . . ..... . . . . . 
40-4:0 .. • . .•...••. 
50- 59 ••.• . ..•.. . . 
60-69 . . . . ... .... . 
70- 79 ... . . . . . ... . 
B0- 89 • • ••.•••••• . 
90- 99 . .. ...... . . . 
Fe1na l e ~1a le 
12. 1 23 .1 
13 . 5 7. 2 
9. 2 16 . 1 
11.7 7. 7 
8. 5 7.2 
8. 5 10 . 3 
8.5 l~ . 2 
15 . 2 6.3 
6.4 10 .o 
6. l.j. 7 . 9 
100.0 100 .0 
Percentage Di s t r ibut i on 
Fema le Ma l e 
31.9 28 . ~~ 
18 . ~~ 12. 8 
17 . ~~ liJ·. 2 
7 . q. 13 . 3 
5.3 6. 1 
8 .9 6. 5 
1.8 ~~ . 2 
2.5 8. 4 
2.8 2 . 8 
3. 5 3 . 3 
100.0 100 .0 
100. 
Tabl.e 22c.- Need Succorance 
Need Succorance 
Sea re Intervals 
0-9 ......•......... 
10-19 ............... . 
20- 29 .•.............• 
30-39 .•.............• 
'+0-I.~C) •••••••••••••••• 
SO- 59 •••••••••••••••• 
60-690 .............. . 
70-79 .•.............. 
80-89 ......•......... 
90-99 .• ····•·· ...... . 
Table 22rl. - Need Nurturance 
Need Nurturance 
Score Intervals 
0- 9 .............. . 
10- 19 ............. . 
20- 29 .•.•.... • •.•.. 
30-39 .......•...... 
40-49 .......•...... 
SO-IJ9 •••••••••••••• 
60-69 ............. . 
70-79 ..... ······· .. 
80-89 •............. 
90-99 ............. . 
Percentage Distribution 
Female 
7.4 
7.1 
6.7 
9.2 
5.0 
15.6 
8.9 
5.7 
18.8 
15.6 
100.0 
Male 
6.8 
9.3 
7.5 
7,0 
17.5 
9.8 
8.2 
ll.9 
l3 .3 
8.9 
100.0 
Percentage Distributio n 
Female 
6.7 
8.5 
5.3 
6.0 
1'1.2 
8.2 
7.1 
9.9 
13.5 
20. G 
100.0 
Male 
5.6 
5. 6 
4. 9 
14.7 
6.8 
10.3 
13.5 
8.2 
15. 6 
14.9 
100.0 
.I" 
/ 
\. 
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r1egree for themselves, but when asked about their preference for 
their husband's highest negree this figure rose to 38.8 per cent. 
Si.rni 1 arly, only 6.'1 per cent expressed a desire to obtain a 
Doctorate, whereas this figure more than c'loubled to 1.6.2 per cent 
when stating a corresponding preference for the husband. If we 
take into account the tennency for homogamy of residential pro-
pinquity ann racial background to operate in mate selection, then 
the probability that many of these women will actually have these 
preferences satisfien is very low, for the simple reason that there 
r1re only a few persons with Masters or Doctorate degrees living in 
the Province of Newfounnlann. This is evident in the fact that at 
the spring convocation for the same year in which this study was 
connucterl there were only 31 Masters degrees awarded, of which only 
l~ were awarded to Newfoundlanders, 9 to foreign students, and 3 to 
other Cananians. Only 2 Doctorates were awarded, both of which 
were obtainen by females. 
With respect to homogamy of professional status most of 
the subjects stated that they would prefer to marry a man with 
either an academic or professional job (see Table 2tr). These 
,. 
preferences wouln appea~ to be realistic since there are more 
professional men than women graduated each year, but for the most 
part they will work in occupations such as Commerce, Engineering or 
Science, whereas the majority of the women will work in Primary 
Enucation, Nursing, Social Welfare or related fields. 
/ 
~ ....... , ................ t.•:•s .................. a•. .-.... •:•: .. : .................................. 11~ 
TABLE 23 . - Prevalence of Homogamy Norm for Desired Ed ucati011al Level 
/ 
,/ 
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TABLE 2~. - Prevalence of Homogamy Norm for Desired Professional Status 
Desired Occupational 
Status of Husband 
Academic (teaching or 
research) .....•....... 
Professional (e.g. law, 
medicine,engineering .. 
Business or Managerial ... 
Technical (e.g. industry 
or trades ............ . 
Type of \vork not 
Important ............ . 
Undecined ............... . 
Total 
31 
131 
19 
8 
89 
l 
281 
Percentage 
11.0 
~7.3 
6.8 
2 . 8 
31.7 
Q .'+ 
100.0 
Desire for Husband 
to \•Jo rk in Same 
Profession as Oneself 
Yes .....•.............. 
No .........•........... 
t<."lot Important ..• . ...... 
Total 
25 
96 
160 
28 1 
Percentage 
8.9 
3~.2 
56.9 
100.0 
(' 
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An Elaboration of the family Life Cycle Categories 
Throughout this thes:i.s we have been assuming that all 
professional women marry, which is of cour-se, a totally f a l se 
assumption. Although the proportions of highly educated women 
who ever marry is increasing, nevertheless there still remain 
women who prefer not to assume either a marital and/o r parental 
ro 1 e. Unfortunately, Duvall in her development of the family life 
cyc le categories ma.ie the same false assumption. She defines the 
rlevelopmental tasks of aclolescents through the engr~gement period 
into married life , lJU t she fails to delineate any t asks or r oles 
for tl1e inrliviclual who chooses to remain sing] e. 
\\'hat then are the ro 1 e or roles of the singl e i nctiv i dual 
anrl l1ow rloes the absence of t he mar i ta l aml parental roles affect 
their other roles :!.:1 life? Until such time ns there is empirical 
r esea t'ch conclucterl to ,leter·mi ne if thet'e at'e any normative expecta-
tions regarr1ing the single ro 1 e, then it is contended t hat the most 
arlequate way of accounting foL' t he stage of singl eness is through 
the subjective careet' concept. Only in t h is way ca n we ascer t ai n 
exactly ~·hi.ch recessive t'oles interact with the dominant occupational 
cal'eer role, and even mot'e important the :i.wliv:i.r.1ua l ' s i:lterpt•etntion 
of his J..lrogress throughout his pel'sona l l.i.Fe cReeet·. Fo 1~ examJJ l e , 
one inrliviclua l 111ay fee l satisfier] \~Hh a l. im.i.te'l interpersonCll ro l e 
COilllJ 1 ex , while a110 l:her may f:i.n•l tha t a stl'a in becomES apparent in 
1 a ter l ifc sucl1 that h e or she rerh~f:Lnes the situat ion and rlec.iJes 
to lllClt'ry . 
It: is believed t hat f uttu•e J~esearch \~U l shm~ tha t the L'n l e 
· rel.at i.on to t he Ufe 
co111p l ex of t he single inrlivi(lua l clw nges J.n 
.~1' 
/ 
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rycles of significant others, be they colleagues, ft•iends, or 
members of the family of orientation. That is , since mo st people 
mat'ry, their.' social UJe is contingent Ul:JO n the particular stage 
or the fa •nily 1 ife cycle of those with \oJhOill they interact . For 
example, while their fr.ienrls at'e still newly\veds without any 
chil1 ren, social life may be intet'pre tecl as satisfactory; but o nc e 
these peoJ:lle become olrler.', soc.iol settings usually ape composed of 
rlyarlic 111arital groups with the result that the single individual 
at this stage may cl1ange his evoluation of his life career . These 
i~eas, of course, remain purely speculative until empirical research 
i.s conrlucterl to either verify or tlisprove them. 
Implications for Future rlarr.iage-CareeP Trends 
The major question we must noll' a :1swer is : What is t he ro l e(s) 
of the p t'ofessional ivoman in the cyhet'netic age 1vhich is emet'ging? 
The main effect of automation appears to be an antiquation of ma.ny 
sld.lled anll semi- skilled jobs with the result that unemployment is 
increasing among these occupationL'Il groups . This trend is particularly 
evi•lent in tlle i.nrlustrial an1l clerical f ields . How then does s uch a 
change affect the professiona 1 worker? What is actually happening 
is that there is a mucl1 greatet' dema nd for professio nal workers 
since it is these people i~ho must vrogram :for the computers, i nterpret 
l:he output, an<l help the unskilled persons who are suuclenly faced 
wi.th the problem of unerni_Jloylllent and / or many extra hours of l eisure . 
lve have e very r eason to believe then, that the pat· ticipation of 
professional women in the labor force will continue to i ncrease i n 
the yenrs to come, however, t here are l:i.kely to be some changes in 
the natut'e of their educational anrl occupotional patterns . 
,. 
-· / 
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It is estimated that the worlrl' s store of knowledge is now 
rerloubling every ten years, therefore, professional women will be 
met with the prol.Jlem of having to completely retrain for a job if 
they with to re-enter the labor force after the birth of children. 
Blood (1965) claims that the declining Clge at marriage is already 
interfering with the education of college women, hence he predicts 
l:hat in tl1e futuee many potential professional women will have to 
receive their education after the birth of children rather than 
before. For example, if a doctor decided to spend ten .years as a 
full-time housewife, she could not possil.Jly enter the labor force 
again without consirterahle retraining to learn the new medical 
rlrugs a nrl techniques. 
What reasons clo we have to believe that the numbers of women 
wishing to re-enter their jobs after the middle stage of the family 
life cycle will increase? Firstly, the lower age at marriage implies 
that women now have fifteen to h1enty years still left before retire-
ment age even after their children have finished school. However, 
with the increasing demaml for professional women there is no reason 
to believe that the fertility rate of highly educate·l women will 
increase. Secondly, with the emergence of the companio nate marriage 
together with the new laws enforcing equal pay for \vomen, professio nal 
women especially, no longer view marriage as a form of pt•otection and 
security since they themselves can earn almost as much money as their 
husbnnds. These same factoJ~S, of course, are also influencing the 
change frorn a 111ale clominant to an egalitarian pm~er str.uctuPe which 
is evolving. 
If our universities continue to graduate professionals at 
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the present rate there is always the possibility that the work week 
will drop in hours for professionals just as it is now doing for 
the skilled and unskiJ led persons. Should this happen, professional 
women ho lc1ing part-time jobs will have extra leisure time i n which 
it would be hoped that they would use their creativity and 
intelligence to improve the humanitarian a nd aesthe t ic aspects of 
human life. 
CHAPTER VI 
Sill-JtvlARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
To date, theories of achievement mo ti.vation, both psychological 
and sociological, have alrnost all been based on male norms with t he 
result that no corresponrling theories for females have yet evolved. 
Inrleed, the field of sociology has produced very little research i n 
the whole ar-ea of human motivation \vith the result that the current 
theories remain unrefined and inadequate. Psycho l ogists, on the 
other hand, have developed several theories Lut they have been unable 
to rlelineate the :nale-ferna le cliffepence in motivatio n due to the fact 
that their approach has been so narrow that components such as acquired 
values have not been taken into consideration. I n the present stwJy, 
therefore, an attempt was made to develop a theory of achievement 
motivation for women and, in so doing, to also assess the relative 
rnerits anrl limitations of the sociological versus the psychological 
approach for the future improvernents t o current theories. Therefore, 
a major aim of this thesis was to both r efine a11d expounr1 upon the 
theories of ~1cClellanr1 and his colleagues. Since these were found 
to he .i.nar'lequate, a theory of vicar-ious achievernen t motivation was 
proposed in which the woman ad1ieves indirectly via the success of 
the husbanrl a ncl /or sons anr] claughters. Vicarious achievement was 
faun~ to be negatively related to ~1e perception of conflict between 
marital and career roles, but positively related to the traditional 
wife-mother role iclent:i.ties (both signi fica nt at the . 0001 level of 
]08. 
conficlence) . Thus it was concludetl that the prominence hierarchies 
of vicarious achievers are so clearly defineo that any conflict 
which arises between the marital and occupational role identities 
is minimal. 
Having determineti then, that vicarious achievement is inversely 
relaterl to the perception of role conflict, it was necessary to 
investigate the possible relationships between role conflict and 
neerl Achievement as defined by McClelland in the academic-occupational 
context. In line with this a i.rn, an attempt was also made to ascertain 
the influence of four particular motives, namely the achievement, 
dominance, succorance and nurturance needs, on familial and occupa-
tional career orientations. Since the ] ife plans of vicarious 
achievers are self-evident, the next aim of this research was to 
nelineate the prefer reel life styles of high need Achievers, as 
r'Jefined by McClelland. Through the utilization of Bate's conceptua li-
zation of position, role and status; an attempt was made to differen-
tiate the high achievement oriented \~oman from the low achievement 
oriented woman in the various ways in which they may either maintain, 
postpone or relinquish their professional roles in the light of their 
preferences for marital anrl/or parental roles. In this sense, many 
of the anticipated plans for combining marital aml occupational roles 
can be viewed as modes of role conflict reduction. 
The study was ~onducted on a sample of fema le college students 
since it was assumed that these women are more highly motivated than 
those in High School, and also since these women are closer to 
marriageable age with the result that the perception of role conflict 
is probably more pronounced among them. The sample was stratified by 
/ 
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four year levels (i.e. freshman to senior year) since earlier studies 
have revealed significant differences in marriage-career expectations 
between these levels (Freedman, 1967). A control was also made for 
occupational affiliation since variations are expected between women 
who are pursuing the more subsidiary, expressive occupational roles 
such as Nursing, Social Welfare and Primary School Teaching; and 
those who will. be engaging in the professions such as Science 
' 
~1ecl.icine or High Schoo 1. Teaching which require greater commitments 
an!l investments of time a nil ability. 
All female subjects answered a 45-item questionnaire designed 
to measure vicarious achievement, perceived role conflict, antl 
'trarHtional wife-mother role orientation'; together with preferences 
for type of clesired spouse, size of family, age at marriage, ancl plans 
for future education and participation in the labor force both before 
and after marriage. Along with this, all subjects were administered 
the Erlwarrls Persona 1 Preference Schedule for the measul'ement of the 
achievement, dominance, succorance anJ nur t urance needs. l\ similar. 
sa111ple of males was also administered the E.P.P.S. because this is 
in part a study of mate selection. Again, with the males a contl'ol 
\~as marle for occupational affiliation, with each of the Engineering, 
Science, Commerce, Social Welfare, Education and Arts fa culties being 
represented. 
In the light of these problems presented above, the follo\ving 
hypotheses were :formul u terl for. testing: 
Hypoth esis I: There is a positive nssociation hetween vicarious 
acl1ievement ancl 'tt.'adit ional \vife-mothet.' 1~ole orientation'· 
Hypotl1es:is II: There is a negat ive r' elationsllip between vicarious 
achicve•netl t an:l perce ive(l rn le conflict . 
----··-··-·· - :.·, -~·-:.: .. :. . : ...... ::. 
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Hypothesis III: Those females who h · 1 ore 1g on need Achievement will 
r~nti.cipate a greater degree of role conflict than will those females 
who <H'e not high on neect Achievement. 
Hypo thes i.s IV: Those females en Po ller1 in the Nursing, Social \'Jelfare 
an•i Primary Education professions will anticipate less t•ole conflict 
th<lll will those females enro l.lecl in the Science and High School 
Er1ucation professions. 
Hypothesis V: 'Trarlitiorwl wife-mother t•ole odentation' is positively 
related to succorance anrl nurl:urance needs, but inversely related to 
~ominance and achievement needs. 
Hypothesis VI: Those fema les ellt'olled in the Nursing, Social \velfare 
anrl Primary Ei1uca tion profess ions 1vill be higher on 'traditional 
wife-motheP role orientation' than will those females enrolled in 
the Science ann High School Education professions. 
Hypnthesis VII: Those females 1~ith a high neecl for achievement wilL 
prefer to rlefer marriage aftet' college gt•aduation to a greater extent 
than will those females who are not high on need fo r achievement. 
llypothes is VIII: Those fe•na les with a high need for achievement will 
prefer a smaller familial composition in order that they may better 
rlirect their efforts to the attainment of their :full educat io nal 
anrl occupational potentitJ 1. 
As was noted above, hypotheses I and II were both confirmed 
at the .0001 level of significance. 
Hypothesis III was confirmed at the .02 level of significance. 
Those who were medium or low on need Achieve,nent showed no rlifferences 
h 
· · 1 ·the 111eat1 score for l1igh need Achievers 
on t e1r percept1on, 1owever, 
was significantl y higher than those for the medium ancl lol~ groups . 
. r 
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tJ · ever, s1nce a c oser examina-HyrJothesis IV was reJ·ecte-". !low · 1 
•.... s owe evu ence to suggest that tion of the role conflict catego .... ~es h d "] 
there are, in fact, a sequence of stages through which one progresses 
to an awareness of full vositive oe negative conflict, the author 
attemvted to develoJ:l a model for the future investigation of such a 
rtevelopmental process. This involved a re-assessment of the subjective 
career concept. 
Hypo~1esis V was conf irmed for the achievement, succorance 
aml nurturance needs. The very low mean score obtained for dominance 
woulu ten<l to suggest that in future investigations this will prove 
to be an important cultural factor influencing the emphasis placed 
on tra~itional familial values. These personality needs appeared 
to be rela terl not only to familial orientation but also to occupational 
affiliation. An examination of the cross-tabulations between occupa-
tional affiliation ancl these four. personality traits reveals tha t 
those females enrolled in the subsidiary role professions such as 
Nursing, Social Nelfare ancl Primary Education have a greater percentage 
of members obtaining high scores on succorance and nurturance needs 
and lower scores on the need for dominance than rl o those enrolled in 
the Science and High School Education professions. Need Achievement 
di<l not appear to be characteristic of any one particular profession. 
Hypothesis VI was confirmed at the .00001 level of significance. 
This result was really to be expected since it is congruent with all 
the above hypotheses. 
Hypo theses VII and VIII were both rejected , and we interpret 
this to be the result of cultural va J.ues influencing both acquired 
drives, such as the need to achieve, and also orientation toward future 
life styles. 
-----···· ·· ·. 
' I ! . . _ __ _ 
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ll3. 
The author concludes that in the future development of motiva-
tional theories, a much broader perspective toward human behavior must 
be employed. It was noted earlier that up until now sociology has 
been concerned primarily with the direction of motives, whereas 
psycho logy has stressed the origination aspect of motivation. We 
believe that a merging together of the sociological and psychological 
approaches will be essential to refine current theories since it 
' 
is impossible to r1etermine the direction of a motive if the origin 
of that same motive is not known. This i tnplies then, a union of the 
best of the ideas o:f sociology and social psychology on the one 
hand, anrl biology and psychology on the other. Rosen's motivational 
synrlrome approach appears to be one of the first theories accounting 
for both of these factors, but even he does not fully delineate the 
origin of motives in that he neglects to distinguish the relative 
influence of the psychological internal drive versus the acquired 
values in the determination of a motive. In short, \ve must explore 
the possibility of the achievement motive assuming the form of a 
syndrome rather than simply a need or drive. This will require a 
complete re-assessment of the present assumptions, many of which 
appear to be unjustified, leading to a broader approach in which we 
treat the achievement motive not in the context of a one-to-one 
causa 1 rela tionship but rather as an interaction b.etween both socio lo-
gical. and psychological variables. Befor·e this can be done, of course, 
we must refine the present measurement techniques , particularly for 
the achievement motive since the current techniques do not allow for 
sex differences. This study de111onstratecl that there are sex differences on 
tte achievement motiv~ and future studies may well reveal that many of 
----···· · ... C·'· ·· ' ·- • . ·::.: .. :· 
. ,. 
/ 
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the other personality neens are also influenced by the sex roles 
learned in early childhood . These differences will only be 
cliscovered, however, if we account for both sociological and 
psychological variables . 
A longiturJ inal study will be necessary in order to test tl1e 
model which was proposed for the developmental sequence of role 
conflict perception. Such a study would follow the interpretation 
of the interactional effects of the familial and occupational careers 
of girls from approximately age 1.2 through to approximately age 22. 
llut in oder to account for the changes in cultural values, educational 
policies, and maturation rates which would normally occur over a ten 
year perio1l, a sturly woulr1 also be necessary in which girls and women 
from all stages woulll ue tested at the same point in ti111e. 
The practical implications of such a developmental sequence 
of role conflict yerception are numerous, the main one being in the 
fi2ld of school anrl college counseling. We assume that it is unhealthy 
to remain in the stressful. ambiguity stage; and since ambiguity tends 
to result from a lack of experience with, and knm~lerlge of, the 
appropriate role behaviors, it is believed that proper counseling 
could largely eliminate this llhase hy means of clarification of 
the norms for the two careers. Again, \ve stress that further research 
is required in orr1et' to determine the influence of predispositions, 
anrl in particular the achievement motive, on the perception of role 
conf 1 ict. 
In our knowledge of professional life s t yl es there remain 
unanswered t\vO major ques tions. Fir stly' t1wre has bee n COIJside rable 
( ) f · n ·twent:ieth century society research co1vlucter1 on the role s o women .l · ' 
-- -~-- ·· ___ ____ :: __ -
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l1ut what are the implications of sucl1 a change on the r>ole(s) of men? 
Preswnably, many changes waul~ be precipitated for them since they 
reciprocate most of the female Poles, eithet' as husbands or as 
employer's. Secondly, the role(s) of the single inc1ivir1ua1 still 
must be determined. It is believed that an extension to the work 
of nates m<1y well come up with answers to these questions. 
. /' / ... 
r: 
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APPENDIX 
NE~10RIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
St. John's Newfoundland 
Depar'tment of Sociology & Anthr'opology 
Fehr'uar'y, 1.970 
Dear Sturlent: 
\·ve are conrlucting a very :important study examining various ways in 
\~hich college women intenrl to combine their career and marriage goals . 
\'Je would greatly appreciate your help in this study. 
In answering this questio nnaire it is important to remember that 
we are concerned with your' preferences at this particular time, even 
though these may change before you actually marry . Questions concerning 
"your husband'' are therefore really asking about the type of husband you 
feel you will prefer sometime in the future . . It is important that you 
give only one answer, anrl in some cases th is will involve your choosing 
the one wl1ich best suits your prefet•ence. So please do your best to 
try to anticipate the way in which you hope to carry out your marriage 
<mrl career goals. 
Thank you again for your help in this study . 
llfi . 
Sincet•ely, 
F. E. Whitney, 
/\sst. Prof. of Socia l ogy 
~1. J. Press, 
Research Assistant 
··' / 
11.7. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Circle the answer which best de:::cr1.'l)es f 
-· your pre erence or attitude. 
I.B.N. Number 
l. In what faculty are you 
enrolled? 
2. In what year of co l lege 
are you at present? 
l: 
2: 
3 . 
- . 
I~: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
l\rts 
Nursing 
Social Welfare 
Science or Medicine 
Education (or Physical 
Primary Education 
Elementary Education 
High School Education 
1: 
2: 
3: 
l~: 
Education) 5: 
6: 
Other, please specify -----
3. How old were you on your l ast birthday? 
Freshman 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Graduate 
-----
q.. In which city or town did you live most of the time between the 
ages of 5 and 15 years? ----------------
5. What is your present el ating status? 
l: Seldom date 
2: Casual dating, but with no committments 
3: Going steady 
1~: Engaged 
5. Married 
G: Other, please specify -~--------
6. What was your major reason for coming to university? 
1: For a general cultural background 
2: For professional training 
3: To enjoy the social life 
4-: Because tl1e family encouraged it 
7. M1at is the hi~1est degree tha t you hope t o earn? 
l: 
2: 
3 : 
l~: 
Bachelor's degree 
~1aster' s degree 
Doc to ra 1 degree 
Not interested in earning a degree , only in taking courses 
for personal sat i sfaction. 
/ 
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\Vhich of the following •·•otild f " you most pl:"e el:" to do? 
1: \Vol:"'< with people 
2: Wol:'k with ideas 
3: Wol:'k with things 
IJ. i\t what time to you expect to marl:"y? 
1: Prior' to graduation with Bachelor's degree 
2: Immediately after' graduation with Bachelor's degree 
3: Within 1-2 year'S after' grac1uation \~ith Bachelor's degree 
4-: " 3- 4 !f tl " ,, " ff 
5: •r 5-6 II ' I II II 'I •1 
6 : ., 7-12 " " ., " ., ., 
7: Do not plan to marry 
10. \Vhich of the following assumes the highest priority among your 
life goals? 
ll. 
1: Hardage and a family 
2: A career 
3: Marriage and a career both of equal importance 
1-J.: ,, II " ' I but career of greatest importance 
5: II " 
,, 
" 
II ~1arriage of gl:"eatest i mportance 
\Vhat plans oo you have for' your career' dul:"ing early marriage 
befol:"e you expect to have any children? 
1: Continue in full-ti'lle employment 
2: \\fork in part-time employment 
3: Quit job to become a full-time housewife 
12. \vould it bother' you if your husband asked you to quit your job 
because he felt that he himself and the home were being neglected? 
1: Yes 
2: No 
3: Undecided 
l3. At what stage in your mal:"ried life would you like t o beco me a 
full-time housewi f e? 
l : Within 2 year's afte r' marriage 
2: \vi thin 3- ll II 
., ,, 
3: With i n 5- G " " 
,, 
'-~: Within 7- 12 . " 
., ., 
5: \'i'ould prefer' . to WOI:"k until r et i r ement age 
··-- ---.--. .:· ... . . · 
/ 
119. 
1'~. \Vhat are your feelings about the curren·t sex roles? 
l: 
2: 
3: 
~~: 
5: 
Am.satisfied with female sex role 
Th:nk male has a more interesting time in life 
Thlnk f~male has a more interesting time i n l'f 
Agree Wlth both # 1 and # 2 
1 
e 
Agree with both # l and # 3 
15. \Vhat clegree of conflict between your career and marita l roles 
do you anticipate at time of marriage? 
]: Strong conflict 
2: Some conflict 
3: Undecided 
'~: Very little conflict 
5: No conflict 
16. How many children would you like to have? 
1: None 
2: 1-2 children 
3: 3-l!· children 
t~: 5-6 children 
5: 7 or more children 
17. At what time do you plan to start a family? 
1: Immediately after marriage 
2: \vithin 1-2 years after marriage 
3: Within 3-t~ years after marriage 
4: Within 5-6 " " " 
5: Within 7-12 " 
., 
" 
6; Do not plan to have any children 
lR. \Vouln it bother you if your. husband disagreed with your choice 
to postpone childbearing in order to give pdority to your career? 
1: Yes 
2: No 
3: Undecided 
19. Woulrl you pt'actice family planning in order to devote more time 
to your career ancl/or. further educatio n? 
1: 
2: 
3: 
IJ: 
\voulr1 not practice fam ily planning at all 
\vould limit family si7.cJtemporarily 
\voulrl limit family size p.ermanently, L e. I clo not 1~ ish to 
have ~ child t'en . 
Would like to practice family planning for ed ucat10n~l . and . 
career pea sons, however religious beliefs would proh1b1.t th1s 
/ 
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20. Do you ~gree with the irlea of a 2-3 month pregnancy leave for 
women (1. e. no pay, but all other privileges maintained)? 
· 1: Strn~gly agree 
2: Agree 
3: Unrlecicled 
1 ~: :;tsagree 
5: Strongly disagree 
21 . lvnuld you be prepared to re-enter your job after the birth of 
children? 
l: Only if original salary ann privileges (e . g. promotions and 
s alary· increments) are maintained 
2: \Vith original salary, hut loss of privileges 
3: Under any conrlitions offet'erl 
'1: \voul.:1 not J..lrefer to return to wor-k 
22 . In what way do you plan to corn1Ji.ne your career with child-rearing? 
] : Quit work permanently upon birth of first child 
2: Continue in part-time work throughout chilJ-rearing period 
3: Continue .i.n full-time 
., 
lf.: Retlu'n tn par~t-tbe t~o t.•k only c1fte1.' chi lr1ren begin school 
5: Return to ful l - tinte 
., ,, 
" 
., 
6: Return to vart-time finisl1 
7: Return to fun- tiille " 'I 
., ., ., 
8 : Retur•n to wnr.k only if necessal'Y to supplement the family :income 
23. I'Jhich of the Fo llmving is the lilOSt harmful to child acljustrneiit? 
1: Wife works :full-time an;l earns more than husbanrl 
2: liJife works full- time anrl husbanll lteliJS with housework 
3: Wife and hus banrl compete in same profession 
4: None of the above is harmful 
21J • \vou] cl it co nee r.n you if your hus baml cl.i.sa greed 1v ith your ill eas 
on child-readng practices? 
1: Yes 
2: No 
3: UnclecicJefl 
25 . \vhich of tl1e following do you feel is the ~ harmful to the 
hus btl 1111- wif e mar ita 1 re la t io nship? 
l: 
2: 
3 : 
If.: 
VH.fe 
lvife 
Wife 
Non·e 
works full-time and earns more than husba!'rl 
works full- time an(l husban:l helvs with housework 
81111 husbawl compete in sa:ne profession 
of the alJove are l1armful 
-· / 
\. 
'· 
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26. How important is it to ."OU that ' your husband approves of your 
career plans and encourages you in them? 
l: Very Jmporta11t 
2: I:nportant 
3: Undecided 
tf. ; Unimportant 
5: Very unimpo rtant 
27. Should a wife arrange her life to suit her husband's? 
l: Strongly agree 
2: Agree 
3 : Und ec iLl eel 
4-: Disagree 
S: Strongly disagree 
2~ . \'lhorn clo you feel should have the most influence in the making 
of your family decisions? 
1: Husbanrl 
2: Wife 
3: Both should have equal influence 
29 . \voul.rl you pre.fer to marry a man who is: 
1: Slightly superior to you in intelligence and education 
?.: Equal to you in intelligence and education 
3: Slightly inferior to you ir: intelligence and education 
3n . What level of education would you like your husband to achieve? 
l: Grade XI 
?.: Gra:le XI Rnrl technical. training 
3: Bachelor's degree 
ij; Master's degree 
5 : Doctoral ~egree 
6: Et~ucational l.evel is not an important factor in the choice 
of a future husband 
31. \vould you prefer a husband \vho \~orks in the same pt'ofession as 
yourself? 
1: Yes 
2: No 
3: Not JmportRnt 
3 2~ Do you feel that when lJo th the husband nnd wife hr.~ve a college 
education anrl a professJona l job: 
J.: The chances of successful marital adjustment increase 
2: The possibility of conflict between husb~nd and~wife i~creases 
3: There is no significant influence on man tal adJUStment 
/ 
.. 
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33. In which type of work ~.;auld you most nrefer to be ernployerl? .: your future husband 
l: 
?.: 
3: 
!k 
j: 
Academic (e.g. teaching or research 
Pro~essional (e.g. 1<~~, medicine, engineerin~ 
Bus1.ness or manageriaL 
Technical (e.g. inrlustry or the trades) 
Type of work not important to me 
3 1~. h'hich of the following: tra1.·ts 1·•oul.o' _ • you ~ like in a husbanu? 
1: Mixes well with people 
2: Shares the same interests as you 
3: Is successful in his ca ::-eer 
1+: Is a ,levoted husband 
S: Is a eleva ted father 
3S. \voulrl you like your husban:l to further his education after 
marriage: 
1: Yes 
2: No 
3: Undecided 
36. If not ~~orking at the time, would you be ~~illing to return to 
work in order to help your husband return to university? 
l: Would return to work on full- t i~e basis 
2: Would return to work on part-tlme basis 
3: \\'auld not return to ~~ork but 1~ould be willing to go into 
debt for a few years l~: Would not return to 1mrk since husband should Rssume respon-
sibility for putting himself through university 
37. If 1vorking, would you be willing to ~ your OWi1 job in "Jrder 
to help your husband get ahead in his? 
1: \vould go to work far him on a full-time br~sis 
2: \voulrl go to work for him o n a part-time basis 
3: Feel husband shoulc1 be able to succeed on his o1m 
38. Do you believe that a 1wrnan should be more concerned with her 
husband's career than 11•ith her own personal achievement? 
1: Strongly agree 
2: Agree 
3: Undecicled 
4: Disagree 
5: Strongly disagree 
/ 
;! 
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39. Which of the following conditions do you feel would lead to the 
most successful marriage? 
1: 
2: 
3: 
LJ.: 
5: 
Husband works; wife full-time housewife 
Husband works; wife works part-time 
Husband works; wife works full-time in same profession 
Husband works; wife works full-time butli'Ot in same profession 
Husband goes to university; wife '~arks full-time 
1.~0: If you necided to return to university in what way would you 
expect your husband to help you? 
l: Financially (e.g. tuition) 
2: By helping with children, while you are studying 
3: By helping with housework 
IJ.: All of the above 
5: Husband should not be expected to do any of the above 
IJ.l. What is your opinion of marriages in which the wife works full-
time while the husband attends college? 
l: This situation is beneficial to the marriage since the wife 
better unrlerstancls what a husband must do in order to support 
a family 
2: This situation is beneficial to the marriage since the 
husband-wife relationship should be one of mutual sharing 
3: This situation is beneficial to the marriage since the husband 
in furthering his education is better preparing to support 
the family 
IJ.: This situation is harmful to the marriage since a husband 
should be responsible for the full suppol't of the family 
unrler any conciitions 
5: None of the above, please specify------------------------
42. Would you be willing to move to another city in order to increase 
your husband's career opportunities? 
1: Yes un~er any circumstances 
2: Yes: hut would regret a set-back in my own career 
3: Yes, but only if my own career \vould not suffer 
LJ.: No, under any circumstances 
I.J.3. What was the employment status of tour own mother \vhile you were 
school? 
1: Was employed full-time 
2: Was employed part-time 
3: Worked only occasionally whcm necessa ry to supplement the 
family income 
LJ.: Was full-time housewife 
' · . 
.... 
L 2t~. 
l~LL If your mother did work, in what type of job was she employed? 
1: Academic (e.g. Teaching or research) 
?: Professional (e.g. La1-J, Medicine or Engineering) 
3: Business or t-lanageria l 
lJ.: Clerical 
5: Technical (e. g. Industry or the trades) 
6: Other, please specify-----------------
7: ~1other did not work 
r~s. If your mother worked, what r1o you believe was her major reason 
for doing so? 
l: For the enjoyment of the \vorl< 
2: For financial reasons 
l: Enjoyment of the work and financial reasons 
t~ : To help send you and your siblings to college 
5: t-·bther did not work 
6: Other, please specify-----------------
·:· .) . 
/ .··. 
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